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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS,

Sea Week beganin the early 1970's in Juneau, Alaska.,
Under the leargt/ship of Mary Lou King, parents, teachers,
a.1A'agency personnel, started taking elementary school students
down to the sea every spring. Soon, Sea Week was,an annual
event with some of the junior high and high school students
assisting the younger pupils on their field. trips to beaches,'
wetlands, forests and glaciers. In 1978, a K -6 Sea4Week
curriculum was writteris with the assistance 9f Juneau teachers,
scientists, fishermen, parents, and government employees -,a
true community effort. In '1979, the Southeast Regional Resource
Center revised the material, adding worksheets and graphics and
reworking certain activities. an 1980, endorsed as "The Year
of the Coast" by Presideht Carter, it seems very,fitting that the:
Alaska Sea Grant Program is initiating a program to spread Sea
Week .stateWidV.

/ I
This fir8t statewide edition, is a product of Juneau - its

people and environment. We would like to express our deep
appreciation 60',the many foresighted people who contributed to
Sea Week and especially to all the students who are the-rea§on
and impetus behind its success. Special thanks to Mary Lou Kingt
Nancy, Barr, Janie Cesar,' Carol Koski, Dick and Betty. Maxriot,
Virginia Eggert, Claudia Kplsey, .Kathy Hanna, James G. King, Lynn
Szepanski, Karen Gunstrom, Mary Beth Parsons, Dan Hopson, Kristi -

Kantola, Pat Thrasher, Tamara Smid, Judy Maier, Jerry Hard,
Marty Early,, Jan Conner, Mark Hansen, the Alaska Department of 4
Fish. and Game, the Alaska Coastal Management Program, the United
States Forest Service, the Alaska Department of Environmental
Conservation, the United States F1Sh and Wildlife Service, and
the South East Regional Resource Center.'

Revision and guididation of the Alaska Sea Week Curriculum
Ser,ies is sponso;e6 by the Alaska Sea Grant Program, cooperatively,,
supported by.yOgA, National Sea Grant College Program, U.S. Dept.
of Commerc .,'under grant number NA79AA-46-00138, and by the
Univers of Alaska with funds appropriated by the state of
Alas

This reprinting is supported in part by Federal Coastal
Zone Management. Program Development funds (P.L. 92-583, Sec.
306) granted to the State of Alaska by the Office of Coastal
Zone Management, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric
Administration,- U.S. Dept.. of Commerce.
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PREFACE

. %

The Alaska Sea Week Curriculum Series t
or more aspects of the marine environment at
Kindergarten Materials, for instarke, are in
students to.the exciting and curious world o

nce
the

phasizes one
ade' level.
to introduce
ea and shore..

At the other 2nd of theseries, materials fortixt'h graders
stress man's interactions with the marine environment. While , .

the subjeot matter at each grade level is unique, as a whole the
grade level guides will yield a broad understanding of the marine
environment and its importance to Alaskans.

4

The purpose of this curriculum series is to help the teacher
.in interpreting the marine enviropment for Vementary school
students. However, what is included here is just a place to
begin. As you read the following materials, you will find
factual information about many.aspets ofthe marine environment,
and suggestions for presenting ties4 concepts to students through
multi-disciplinary activities both in the classroom ,and at field
sites. MateriAls are .organized into units, each covering a

",,,single idea or subject. From these you, the teacher, may select
the units and activities which are best suited to your class,
comrounity, and resources.

S1/11.

"Sea Week" originated in Juneau, and these curriculum
materials are most applicable to southeast and southcentral
Alaska. However, the Alaska Sea Grant Program has funded a
three year pilot project to expand Juneau's successful program
statewide. As Sea Week is piloted in 14 communities aipund the
state, the Cuericylum.Series will be expanded to meet he needs
of western, interior, and northern Alaska.

))
Send us your comments and suggestions. The strength o the

final edjtion will depend not only on those of us staffing he .

project but on you - xour ideas and comments. After you've
tried some of these activities'- fill out and send in the
evaluation sheet at the beck of this book. Thanks so much:

Jill Thayer/Belle Mickelson, Coordinators
Mary Lou King /Nancy Barr, Consultants)
Alaska Sea Grant Program

4

University of Alaska, Fairbanks, AK. 99701
479-7631/7086
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INTRODUCTION
#

Alaska has more than 3,000 miles of shoreline; the earth'I
circumference is Only about 15,000 miles. Much of Alaska's

complex and intricate shoreline is accounted for by the bays,
inlets, headlands, and islands of. Southeast Alaska. Here in

Alaskan communities large and small we live in close contact

with 'the marine world. Some of us make our livings by fishing

or working for the Coast Gua d, the State's 50arine transpOr-
tatipn system, or martne shi.ping companies. MJst of
spend at least some of our time sport fishing, digging'clams..,

beachcombing, or jilst gazing,out at the incredible sceneryl`of

snowcapped mountains and evel'c.danging inZalid.Jaaters.

The dynamic marine environment of which we are a part'.is 6u
heritage, our trust. It is only fitting thNetour children
know that world intimately so that they can grow up in an

'understanding of its complexities, it subtleties, & its importance.

This is of particular utgency now "that Alaska is facing in-
creasing pressures to make decisions that will effe.ct the use
of her lands and seas for 'generat120t to come. We, and our
children, must have a part in the decision making processesL
and the more knowledgeable-we are, the more effective our

participation will be.

Teaching children about the world in which they lie is im-
portant a.%d perhaps it has never been more important than Ft

\is in Alaska today. Teaching faots and conceptS about the
marine world is important bAt perhaps most important of'd1.1 is

.the teaching of attitudes. It is hoped that t'hrefigh the stddy
of marin*441,1fe, students may gain the following:

k
1: ,An increased interest in their environment.

2. A greater awareness, appreciation, reipect for the
natural world that is so close,about Them here in

c,
3. 4e sheer delight, pleasure, happinigss,that satrtome

from observing and understanding natureecloset up.

4. A sensitivity to the rerationshiilb.etween theinselves

and their environment:

If that can be accompfished, all our lives will be better
because of it....

ti
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INTRODU4TION - SIXTH GRADE
.p.44

If the marine studies curriculum of which these materials
are a part Mas been used.in your schdol,, your sixth grade
students should already have an undersrt-anding ouf many aspects',
ofthe marine Invironment. They should already be familiar
with many of tlie plailts and animals-that inhabit the inter-
tidal zone and understand something about their complex re-
lationships. .They should recognize differences 'in intertidal
habitats (rOcky shores, mud flats, wetlands, etc.) and know
something about the different kinds of life one might expect
to find in each kind of areg,.. They should also know about
some of the fish living in Alaskan water, about the commercial
fishing industry supported by some ofthese fish, and about
aquaculture as it practiced in Alaska.

In this curriculum series, the ideas introduced at ba.,xth
grade are a capstone. Witi a solid undersWIding of what. the
marine environment is, students are ready to cons34er the
importance Of that environment to people and toonsider the
impact of people on that environTent.

The following materials should be used in the bestway tQ
fit the particular needs of a claps,or-group of students. The
materials have been developed around the many ways in which
people and nature are interrelated in the marine environment.

General considerations are handled through classroom
activities'such as films, stories, interviews, presentations
by resource people, role playing, class hearings, student,

. writing, and discussions. SpecitA local studies involve field '
work as well as in, -class preparation and evaluation.

If your students are not familiar with the Sea Week
Curriculum, feel free 'to use materials from_ the other grade
levels tei prepare them for this unit.

v

OBJECTIVES

4

4

/ To acquire a respect for and art appreciation of the
natural values in a marine environment.

To recognize people's needs in the marine environment
and the effect people have upon the marine environment,.

To understand the planning for a quality marine environ-
ment is a process in which everyone can be invoDied.

,91



'Unit 1. WHAT IS THE- MARINE ENVIRONMENT?'

POPLE AND THE MikR`INE
A ENVIRONMEN T.

Objectives /".

if
r .

- To give students an opportunity to express their
own condepts of the marine'environment.

- To review what they'have alreadylearned about the
marine environment.

ACTIVITY I - DESIGNING A SYMBOL

Objectives'

- To think about the makine environment and to derive

a symbol that would represent it. .

Teacher,Background r

6 Without giving the students any sugqetions about what a

marine environment might include, let class_members express
their own ideas as the unit begins. At the conclusion df the
study, the same activities can be repeated or re-examined so
that students can see if and how what they have leatned had
expanded their -understanding of the marine world.

A

Materials: I
- paper
- pencil -

.

- vaxious art materials 1,

Protedure:

Give students the assignment of deigning (individually,

as a group or groups) a symbol to.repre*nt the idea of the

marine environment. Ths process may involve student discus-

sions Or collaboration but should be largely without teacher
direction.

s

The symbols could be used in any of the following ways so

they will be visible during the study unit:

- as decoration on notebooks kept during he unit
-.consolidated into a class collage
,- used to construct a class mobile

,executed in batik, silkscreen, or as a block print

4

1
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`ACTIVITY 2

Objective

t

J
, To express tr1writing each student's u n derstanding

. .of ,the marineenvironment%

Teacher Bac round
4,

In add tion to e ressing the concept of the marine envir-
onment as symbol - or as an altprnative to that activkty,
students 9ht be asked or assigned to express either in proses
or poetry their'individual ideas of what the marine environ-
ment'is. Each individual could then reassess his wrISten

-

definition at the end of t4 period of study. Student writings
could serge as a basis for class discussion early, periodically,
ori summarily in study period.

I 104

ACTIVITY 3 REVIEW OF WHAT HAS BEEN STUDIED IN PREVIOU YEARS r

Objective

- To review or summarize the ideas .about the marine
environment that Have ben a part of the curriculum
at lower grade revels:

.

-Teacher Background

The review has several purposes. First is to help the h
students who have studied marine environment before, by bring-
ing back eo mind4.deas or facts the students may have forgotten.
The second is to be used as a capsule unit of new materials for
students who have not built up such A backgroutal. Much of what
students have already learned, both general concepts and specific
facts, will 1pcome important to them adtheir sixth grade study
progresses, ' w

Materials:
worksheetS

-*appropriate-4

films
- appropriate slide tapqs

A

Procedure: )
A

B4cause these materials are intended as a review of what
students have already Darned, they should be presented with
a teacher introduction but without content instruction. After
sWents have completed the worksheqs, class discussion and
self-evaluation of individual work shbuld follow.

Consult your school libraran or teachers of lower grades
in deciding what available filmould best summarize the
marine environment or act as a catalyst for discussion or review.

4.
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[Unit 2. Oadga (Dv THE MARINE VIROMMENTI _

Objectives

To understand the marine environment doeS inclade
a wide range of uses aid there are many value systems
involved in these uses.

Teabher Background

Stress with students the idea-everything.they have lea\ned-

in previous years about the marine world together as part

of a total picture. Introduce'the idea that Uke class will be
> studying how the total environment affects Man and how man
affects it. The conFern will be with values -.with what is

important to people to their survival, their quality of

their aesthetic and economic well-being.

ACTIVITY1 - THINKING ABOUT PERSONAL VALUES

Procedure:

D;splayithe pictures on the wall or bulletin bOard. Ask

each student to select the area 3orl which he or she would most
like to spend a specified number of hours or dayg. Students

might be asked:to use paper,and`pencil_to individually list
the pi tures in ranking order of preference, number one being

;
he mot desirable 4irskxronment in which to spend time.

..

When this is completed, ask ieUdents to write down their

reasons for selecting a particula.cpqture,as most appealing.
f t gc. ti

4
10

Objectives /

- To start each individual student thinking about
what is importaht to hYm or her'in the marine
environment.'and to explore those values.

- five pictures depiciting marine, environments -
Magazines or calendars should by a good iource

of pitures. Pictures should be all black and '

white or all colors. They should vart from each
otherin the type of marine environment they

depi.ct..., They might include:
- a highly developed urban area ralong a waterfront '

- a wilderness area adjacent to"the coast
- recreational beach

shoreside industry

r



. (/
After this has been done, Involve students in g*class

discussion about their selections and.the reasons behind
them. Follow this up by taking One 15icture.at a time and
making a class-list of all the rea4onsjstudents have offered
-or can offer for-preferring each of the scenes. Compare the
values students have applied in making their, choices. Are
the values s.imilar, differen;t:

' Upon cOrrkleti4 of the above ,parts of the activity,
assign each student to write the description of .an imagingry
day spent in4 the environment most appe lino to them.

bn a succeedincAday, divide Ilhet,students into committees
to develop a plan for mod.ifxinq one of the environments that
was not their first choice. When this has been done, have
each group, or a spokespe?son for the group, present the plan
for modification to the claims. 4udents, wilo have identified
envir ment as a first choice shouldpthen be asked if they
.are w lling.to accept.the modifications that'hve been recommended,

AtTIVITY,,2 - THE m'8ANINOF COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT
p

..0bpip.Ctives

- To introduce students tothe'immediat)e importance
of oast,a,management Alaska.

,

Materials:
- Viddo'illm, "Choices for the Coast" 101'

Produced for the Coastal Zone Manacjeffien Program
,

-4 4A

questio nnaire from tabloid, Choices for the Coast

- Coastal Zone Management survey summary analysis

4

PriCedure:-' ,

'

. .

class. After the film WasE-e'ell shown, distribute the related
View the video film; Choices for the Coast, with your'

, ,

gue.S.Eionnalre and allow studpnts time to\fill it out. Tabulte
and 44cuss the class responses to the questionnaire.
-.,

4

s

Compare the clasps response.with the all-AlaSk'a survey
'results. How did the class response differ, if it did. If
it differs, Ois7uss with students what they think might be
the reasons for the difference.

.

Develop a class list of'vAlues of the marine environment
that should be proteerted.

r

4
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ACTIVITY 3 COASTAL OIL EXPLORATION

4 Objective

-To think about the need for and impact of coastal
oil development. "

0
'Materials:

-film - Kacjemak Bay (deals with the conflict of Outer.
... .

...---

Continental Shelf oil exploration and fishing. in- ,-

tertests in Kachemak Bay) dilable from state library
,

.)

film - 'Uncertain Summer (The people of Yakiitat;prepike
for the oil-industry) available ftom state'libraxy

t (If neither film can be secured, substitute whatever

4
9ther material-written or on film that you'can find for
a basis tb discussi!on.)

Procedure.

View the film and follOw it with discussion bf the "ideas

and problem6 with which the films, deal. What are the human
needs involved?, What are the sources of conflict?, Can they

be resolve What values should be the over-riding ones - or
"should any b

4i
,

*

ACTIVITY 4 -- SUBSINNCE yCiJES
er

Objectives. it,
. , .

-To understand what subiistence means, who it affects,
.

4 _
and how Subsistence values are being considered in

1 fish and ,game management. ,.

I-

Teacher BaCkgrourd

In Alaska native Americans and many non-qatives Lived

and live off the land. Recently the importan5e of this has
been officially recognized by the establishment Subsis-
tence Section within the Alaska Department of Fish and. Game.
The Section, which has been in existence since October, 1978,

is based on a statute that establishes subsistence as the
highest priority consumptive use of fish. and game.

Materials: 4

,

-film - PeoRle of the Yukon Delta (a statement of the ,

* .changing times, values of the old ways, and pressures
of the new) available from the state library .

,:

-film - The Edge of the Barrens, a National Film Board
of Canadaproduction. (Thirteen ninutes of beautiful
photography about .yle balance bf nature and the harsh 6
limits upon the' arctic caribou herd.) available_fram
tire state film library
-articles from newspapers, Alaska magazine on subsistence

re

5 )
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-"What Happens Rext?" A Conference on Subsistence
'available,from .R.R.C.

Procedure.

-I

View films with the class and-discuss the ideas they
expeess.,

'4
Follow-up, by,asking students to-find and readarticles

that describe subsistence living in Alaska. Have students
share what they have read with the class, perhaps reading

t ,

particularly descriptive sections.

Discuss, or find information, specifically related to
theimportance of theysea in subs4tence.

Listen to tapp on subsistence by Walter

Additional actiyities related to subsisten'ce values

1. Involve students in researching and learning about the
wild foods avatlable in or near their community..

2. firth student involvement, prepare a meal.pff the, land.

3. Invite a native,Alaskan into the classroom to talk about
the old way's of liiring off the land.

4. ssign someone to firi4., out about the work of the Alaska)
QepartmentPoi. Fish and "Game subsistence section or, if.......,

there is someone from the section in your community,
invite him or her to. speak to the class.

. , # 4

ACTIVITY 5' Jus R TO THE'MARINE ENVIRONkENT

es*

)ective

-To recognize that the marine environment means a
, source employment to many people.
-To learn out some of the' gobs that are marine

.1/ related.

Materials;
-Telephone books/{optional'

r

Procedure. 0

In order to begin to see how many jobs in Alaska are
marine related, make a class list of jobs that a're marine
related. The list may be general or may be limited to
your-e;0community. Iemay be pulled feom the students
heads or you may use the yellow pages of the phone book as

6 1
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a

a startymg point. You may want.to make two lists one of

jobs that are directly related,to the sea (fisherman, ferry

crews) and a secondlist of support jobs (sporting goods

store people, fuel suppliers, etc.)

Additional activities related to jobs:

1. .Assign students to interview a person in a marine related

'job. Prepare them for this task by, worigng in coups -

or individually, to develop the questions that night be

asked. In cldss, go over the procedure for an interview -

or decide on one as a group After the interview, the

student or students involved' should make an oral report

to the Class about what they learned.

2. Show the.Alaska Department of Fish and Game slide-tape
. show. Film shows he wOrk of members of the depattment,

Including jobs in th 'marine,environment.

OPPORTUNITIESACTIVITY 61- RECREATIONAL uPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED BY THE MARINE

ENVIRONMENT

Ob ect
,/

-To *ecdgnize.the importance of the marine environs
meht in the area of recreation.

Materials:.
-none

Procedure.

As a class develop a list of types of recreation related

.to the marine environment. You might begin with a general

list,, then mark or rank the activities especially

in your local area.
i.

N .

.

.

Ask or ass4.gn students to research and write about one

sport, hobby, or recreational activity that is tied to water.

The following a ±e some aspects that might be included: ...

. i .

- hisAoyyLof the sport
1

- equipmen used
- cost of participating
- pleasurds derived
-ihazards

personal statement of why it does or does

4
ngt appeal to the person writing the report

,

As an alterna6ive or supplement, students might be

asked to write an imaginative description - or poems- in

which they pretend to be participants in a marine sport.

7



.
What kinds of.seasonal, area, and quantity res-

_trictions are imposed on the varstous commercial
fisheries? ' -

Wht about ,the taking of marine mammals? How is that
regulated? Who controls regulation?

*...
. ',i , \

The concept of llmitedi entry continues to be a controversial
one. Current newspapers and periodicals may carry materials re-
lated to it. Consider asking interested' students to research the
,issue and make a report to the class.

.N
4. ,

*

Additional Activity *
% . , .

1. If you live in a fishing community, consider asking a fisherman
or a member.of ADF&G.to come in to the class and discuss regUlations
with the class members: 'Perhaps -you ould,ask a fisherman to outline
what he does, during the sedvom, whe ,fie f.isqes,and.when in order'
to comply with regulationdk - ".

B. Alaska Coastal Man4tMene Plan\ lig , . , '4

' Materials .-
,

Many printed material re available oh the coastal man-
.

. ..gement plan. (If you can t secure any locally., write to
Office of Coastal Zone Management, Pouch AP, Juneau, Alaska
99811) 4.%1 *.r

Methdd - * .
m. fr

Assess the materials you have available and decide how best
to use them - as ba4ground information for yogrself, as
general class reading, or as material for individual assigned

. reading or reporting. /
I Be sure that in one way or another the fallowing ideas are

6 i COvered:
.,0 .

,.. 1
- Why is there a need for a coastal plan?, What is the
effect of increased population upon the coast? What is
the effect of.modern technology on the coast (include

q- -

oil, logging, transportation, etc.)? m
3 - What mechanism flas been set up to establish a plan for

g

Alaska's coast? What -agency .1.0 in charge? How are'
local citizens being involved in the process?

44,
C. Environmental Impact Statements

Teacher Notes -
..

. .

The Nation41 Environmental Policy Act became law on

t/
January 1, 1970. Section 102 of the law re uires t at all

.
fedgral agencies prep re a "detailed statem nt olli every
recommendation or re.6ort 6n proposals or legislation and,
other federal actions sighificantly'affecting the quality
of the humanApvironment. An environmehtal-impact state-
ment is required fdi all projects directly undertaken by
federal agencies; supported in whole or part by federal
agencied, contracts, grants, subsidies, loans, or other
forms of assistance; or requiring a federal lease, permit,
license Ordertlficate if the effect is deemed significant.

8 16
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lUnit 3 - PLANNING FOR WISE USE OF THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT]

.4

6
Objectives toi

To learn about the present 'law that. regulate

activities an the marine environment.
- To learn about how coastal policies and laws

are made and enforced.
- Tolthink through theiprocess of coastal management.

ACTIVITY 1 CONTROLS AND REGULATIONS AFFECTING ACTIVITIES
RELATED TO THE MARfNE ENVIRONMENT

Objectives

to recognize likd all other aspects of our lives,
those related to the marine environment that come ,1

under certain man-imposed restrictions.
-.to learn what kind of restrictions exist concerning

Alaskan marine waters.
- to think about these restrictions, their reasons

and their value.

A. Fish regulations

- copy of ADF&G sport fishing regulations
4 copy of ADF&G commercial ,fishing regulations

informatioon on limited entry

Procedure;

Depending on the availability of written and human
resources, Nork with the whole class or assign individual
students the task of reviewing parts of the regulAtions or
researching the idea of regulation. Try to find answers
to some or all of the following

. How are regulations established?,
How are they enforced?
What are the sport fishing limits fdr the

salmon species? For other fish and
shellfish? What are the seasonal
limits? The geographic limits?

What does handtrolling involve? What are
the restrictions 5A it?

Why was grated entry established for com-
merclal fishing?
What fisheries does it affect? What

k does it mean? What is the cost of
permits?

V
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A draft statement must be prepared'at least 90 day before
the proposed actionloccurs. The draft EIS is reviewed by
federal, state and,Tocal agencies and is available to the
general public. Questions and comments arising from the
review,of-the .statement must be answered and made public
at,least 30 days prior to initiating the proposed actlon.
Review. agencies or members of the public consIdering the' ,
prepared statement inadequate may file a.court suit,,
requiring further research into the project's environmental
impact. Regular court proceedings then detetmine the

we, adequacy Zf the statement. If the EIS is declared in-
adequate, it may be revised'and submitted again. If the
sta.5ement is found to be adequate, the proposed action may
proceed. If the environmental impact is predicted to be
,seriously deti.imental, further litigation may occur Belaying
or prohibiting the proposed action.

An environmental statement is not a justification for
funding or action. It is required to ensure that environment
qualities, technical and economic factors and concerns of the
public are all fairly considered.

.Materials ; -
)

Check with the planning department in your community to see
if you can borrow or have a copy of an Environmental Impact
Statement that has been deyeloped for some project in your

,
. community.
Method k*

Working from the background'information given above and the
materials you require, dkscuss the idea of environmental'
impact stateMents with the class. Then consider some of the
following: .

- What projectsin your area would require and environ-
mental impact statement? (They might be real or imag-
inary) - a

What Projects are or pould be completedrinyour local,
community WITHOUT an environmental impact statement?.

.1

;,Why are environmental impact sta ments more important
now than they were 10, 50, 100 ye rs ago?

!

--What things in our nation', state, or community might
be different had environmental impact statements been
required?

o

Additional Activities

1. View the movie, At the Crossroad (thq s,truggle for surviv;r761-:
endangered species) or the video film Choices for the Coast -
if you have not already used the latter. _

Activity 2 - 'Alaska Coastal Management Land Use SiTulation Game

Objectiye
To involve studentt in a simulation of the process of coastal
management.

IO, 13
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Teacher Notes -
The following activity was developed by US Forest Service

personnel. You may want to continue this activity over the period

of a week or even longer. You 141.1 find that it beaks easily into

sections which can fit into sequential blocks of time. Carrying out

the activaty aS outlined bplow will involve students in a simulated,

but "real" process an4 will make more vivid to them the complex

problems of coastal mdnagement. sIt will also require them to think

carefully about their own individdal values and to consider those held

by others.

Materials
A lesson plan for An Alaskan Coastal Management Land Use

Simulation Game.
Method

The simulation game package been kept as a separate unit.
Please adapt it as needed (you may want to eAtend or omit time

limits, etc.) to your particular class and students.

)

6.#
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A Lesson Plan For An Alaskan Coastal Managemgnt .

Land Use Simulation Game .

Set the stage for this, investigation by reviewing what will take place. For example,
"During the next four hours, we will participate In a simulation game concerting land
use in a hypothetical coastal Alaskan community. You will assume the role of decision-
makers in a simulated environment and compete for certain objectives according to speci-
fied procedures and rules. We will then analyze the land management decisionmaking
process.".'

I. AN INTRODUCTION TO COASTAL MANAGEME IN ALASKA

4

4

1. Distribute the "Alaska Cq Management Background Information" sheet
(page 8). Ask 'he group to read the background information. If necessalv,
discuss it to give people a basic understanding of CM in, the State.

II. NAMING, RECORDING, AND CLASSIFYING POSSIBLE USE OF LAND

1. Distribute Task A. Read the problem to the group and then have them read the
given information on Task A and list the possible uses of the land to meet

the borough's needs.

2. "The problem is to identify some possible uses for the 6 square mile tract
of land in the coastal zone bf the A.laska Borough."
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Qaezt,ionz ajatztuzzion

When mort peopti have ztatted to wakte down uzez on Table A, go ahead w,(th quezt4on 1.

1. "What ate borne poz4kbte Lou lion the undeveloped land?" A4 people tezpond, wute

act eommentz jurtaz they ate ea d. lnztead o6 pataphitaz.og 4.6 they au tofto

az4: "How 4hatt I wakte that on the chant?" 1,4,4t act zuggotionz, 4peek6,Le on

genetat. Number the A:term az you go along, to z.cmptqy identkPreat,con torten. When

you beet that you have enough mateuat, go on to queation 2.

2. "Winch o6 .theme pozzate uzez ate zAoutat?" Vezwate .64,mtat uzez by tettet,

zymbotz,,ot colons. When mo4t ate dezkgnated, 04 the gut* 4eem4 .to tun out o6

thoughtz, atop. Change Atemz among categouez 44 the pattkwantz .thank one uze
4phoutd be AA another eategoty, then put that uze 4.11 both cateoguez and go on to

V the next ztep.

3. "What tabet.eoutd we g.ive to act the 4temz AA the name category ?" [Recteatkon,

Am:dot/LA.4.E, utaitkez, houz.4.ng, eommete,mt, and zo liotth.)r.
III. ANALYZING LAtiDUSES

S

1. Divide the group into the number of land use categories identified, with not

more than eight persons per section. Assign one ofithedcategories to each

group for them to represent. One way to set up groups is to have the total

group count.olf by the number of categories identified.

2. Pass out Task A-1. Inform the participants "You have 10 minutes to list the
land uses within your assigned category according to the basicrState of

A1atka Coastal Guidelines and Standards concerning coastal development.
You may-consider those listed-on the board plus any gther po4ble uses you .

can think of in your categery;:

Task A-1 (in groups)
Sroup
Assigned category

Withirt your assigned use tatagory, list the land uses according tO She ba,sic State of

Alaska Coastal Guidelines and Standards

I Water-dependent uses and activities

...,er.40ept-ndant IS 6 use or activity which can be Carried Out Only O. in. Or
adjacent to water areas because the use reouires aecwss to the water body )

2 Water-related uses aavd-Ativities

(water.related mans a use or activity.whIth is not directly dpendent upqn access
fiti a water bOdy, but whiCh provides gOtids or- services that are directly associated with
water-dePendence and which, if not located adjacent to water, word result in 4 public
!4 of Quality In the goods or serviCes offeredi)

3 Uses and activities wh1C1 are neither water rented no water-d.pendtnt for which
thore is no feasible and prudent inland alternative to meet !i Public need for'the
use or activity

water.dtpendent water.reiated

marina

-

restaurant with
marine view

4*ither

thaater

k%

1M plemir9 ',Or 04 approving development in coastal rots local ggvernronts and
state 6.peoes shall give highest priOrity to II above. second priority tO 02 above,
and third priority to 03 abate

a.

21
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3. "Next you are to list and analyze the positivg and4negative impacts of. each ,

use irkyour category to the resources and the people. You have about 10

minuteg' "

.67

Task A-2 (in groJps]

Group Assined Category
of resouree use

To4r tinly task is to list and analyze the positive and negative tivoacts of each use in

pur category to the resources and the people, gived the site constraints

Positive ropactS Nelarive rmpactS

IV. DEVELOPING AND PRESENTING PROP9SAiS 6

".

1. Your next task is to develop a proposal within your assigned use category,
for the use of any part of this/6-square mile tract of land. The object of
this is not to propose use for Irithe entire 6-mile tract, but to propoge two

or three uses to be implemented on sites within the state (election land."

N If all directions are given at firitvpany groups start drawidg a map before

considering differen; land uses.

2a. "We ha just received word that the borough planning commission members

have r4Mtned. Each group has one minute to elect one member to represent

them on the Planning Commission.,

b. One of She facilitators takes the new CommissioYrmembers to another,room and.

Passes °A Task B and reviews it with them.
Tells them.they'have 15 minutes until the group meeting starts.
Has them develop evaluation criteria first.
TOls the Commission to elect a chaltperson to preside during the group pre-

sentation.'
Instructs the chairperson to read over the announcements, Task B, Part 2 to

the whole group.
Decides which staff person 1141 be the timekeeper.

E 92



Task ,5 (Planning Commission)

The Federal Government has conveyed to the State a six square milt tract of land in

the coastal zone of the Alaska Borough This land could MUM in State ownership,
could be selecked by the borough or portions Could Pass into private ownership by way

Of a land sale V

1 Using.the information provided your task is to

//

a Develop criteria to evaluate each proposal

(b Develop a systpr to record your evaluations

2 Select a chairperson to preside over the presentation of proposals The chair-

persOn win make theealOviing.arreboeCeMentS,

a. Because of time constraints, there will be no rebuttal after presentations

b The ConmissiOn may ask two or three clarifying questions of each group after

311 the presentation
c You hate 3 minutes to give yo4r presentation You will bekgiven a warning

when you have I minute left

coup g PresentatiOn r ter a to Evaluate r0

use cote r Patin

111111111111=1111
111111111111MINEIIIIIMI
111111011MINIM
IM111111111111=1111=111

3. After the Planning Commission leaves the room, make this announcement:

You have about 15 minutes to finish your plan and develop,a 3-minut

presentation to be made to the Planning,Commission. Your 3-minute

presentation must include a visual display, such. as a land use map,

an more than one 'person in each group must participate in making the

P esentation," Pass out markers and large map or sheet of paper.

4. Afhen all groups are (lady, hive the Planning Commission enter the room and

sit at the front. The chairperson makes the announcer9ents from Task and

'sticks 'to them, in order to keep the process moving. The timekeeper is to

stop all presentations at 3-minutes and give 1-minute Warnings.

5.
When6a.presentatiods are finished, the Planning Commission retires for

2e minutes to,select the best proposal, or to combine several proposals to

develop the best. ,

6. "While the Planning Commission is meeting, each group is to develop a list of

critera that they think should be used in evaluating. the plans submitted."
- 4

7. The Planning Commissiddri-enters the room, announces their decision, and

reads criteria used in making the decision. Planning Commission adjourns.

.a.

Person in charge must move rapidly.to the nexequestion to avoid shouting

matches between losing groups. Have Planning Commission members return to

the groups who selected them. The main purpose is to evaluate the'process,

not to get bogged down in the content of the issue.

8. Regroup participants. Each new small group will consider spre ways to reduce

the impact for one.of the proposed uses. For instance, if the Planning

Commission determined the land should be used-for a state park, a nuclear

power plant, a cannery and an apartment complex, regroup participants in'

four groups, one group td Consider each use.



Task C

"rh, Planning Commission ha1-seletted a prbposed use for this piece of land Working
in small groups you are to list some possible ways to reduce he impact where changes
are proposed Some things you might consider are access. parks. landscape, beauti-
fication. setbacks, pollution abatement. and the impact on resources

Your assigneld use

Some possit.4[2ys totreduce impact

mit

4

Queationz and Dizculzion

1. "flow doeh youJt group p4opoae to reduce impact where changes ate ptopohedr!

2. "What additionat data would you have Wed to have iot ptannng yout gADup1.5
ptopozat bon the use o6 land ?"

Az examptez, lizt on bowed. Topomtaphy, vegetation, econO6y 06 area, ahopping
centet, adjacent land, climate, zoit buhvey, kiatoti.cat .cn6oamatxon, good ptun,
witdtt6e,-.4.nteteat o6 boatd 06 contnot, money uvaxtabtg, educatonat needs, tega-
tationa by State, exizting zonAmg, pot4t4.cat. ctuna.te, poputatwn 4n6otmation (age,

need, tau, job4).

3. "Whete would you go to coiled iAlioamat2on on .these topice"

4. Poknt out to the group that thAz .44 one 06 the moat kmpoatant. pa/a:4 06 the acti-
o44 because emphazizez that we need a valuety 06 41160Amation and data 1%69u
we can 4ntetf4gentty make a rand management at envitonmentat dec444.an to beat meet
the needy 06 peopte and ,theist envitonvntat izzue otcocetn. It ate° inctudea

elements that need to be comrde/Led cn ztudying a Local envitonmentat izzue on
concetn. It aLao inctudez etementz o6 alt the cutiticution aubject aheaz koc4at

ztudie4, heieneeh, Language, ants, ett.1 We have to use, thete6ote, the .tat

ommunity as a ctazztoom on teAning EnviAonment to cottect the in6otmation.

5. Dzcuzz any case itiatouez 06 featheA4 bh gicaup u i tg thch approach.

$ V. ANALYZING CHARACTERISTICS OF SIMULATIONS

(Have on chart) "One group of people working with simulation games has identi-

.
fied at least three basic characteristics of mostoimulation games:

1. "There is A clearly defined problem."
2. "There are factors that influence the decision."
3. "There are individuals and groups interested in the decision."'



. VI. DEVELOPING YOOR OWN SIMULATION. GAME
e

Que4tion4 and Vi4cu44Zon<.

1. "The mort excAtAng 64mulat4on gained cuie the one& Peopte develop theftetvel,
dfthe bazia ot5 &cat envinonmentat .444ue4 in. the 4t community, 4tate at

tegkon.'

Z., PCan you thA.nk,o6 4eme cuiftent envinonmentat tA4Ue4 in yowl own con may
altound which you could develop: a-game9:' Cat lion.'neoponaeo. V 4

4
VII. SUMMARY

Que4tion4 and An4w0114

1% "How can you toe the technque4 4n thi4 42.444,0n in,yom job 4.ituation?"

2. "How could a game ,tke thk4 develop dec.A.45:4onnsaiung 41P.4.116 tin env

NN management?"
4

3. "How.can we take thk4 puce44 and u4e it to knvotve the pubtkein 4ociat
and potAttcat decktionmaking action puject4 kn the communtty?"

4. ."How can we 4t'Imnankze the toe 4kmutatkon game4 kn envkunmentat kne)A-.

actone"

5, "SkmutatZon.game4 can hetp people to undeutand pubter.4 ih 'the enviunment
and develop awatene46 and concern about theAe ptobtem and develop the 4

needed 6or cktkzen action and knvotvement kn exvkAonmentat management."

b. YOU may want the paxtczmactaz to evatuate the dehbiOn by wuting how they

nmentat

left about Alt.

VIII. SOME OBJECTIVES

Behavioral Outcomes in Knowledge

A. As a result of this session, each participant should he able to

1. Identify arid describe three component parts 0 simulation games.

.2. Name and describe at least 10 important types of data needed before

making a,land management decision. . .

3., Identify cause and effect relationships_Zhat exist in environmental

management. 7
4. Describe alternative solutions to solving a specific prOlem.

-,.......,

. Behavioral Outcomes in Feelings, Awareness, Values, and Action
,

A. As a result of this session, each partic pant should be ablg to:

1. Describe how the information in Part V could affect their life,

community, and the management of the environment.

2. Outline a plan of-action to develorttleir own land use simulation

it model. - ii

eLl

IX. EQUIPMENT NEEDED
1

1 t
Blackbcard, chalk or easel, and Markers

..

Newsprint or butcher paper (enough for each group to make visual display)`

Markers (four colors for each group to makelvisual display

Masking tape

1

T.



IX. EQUIPME47 NEEDED (Continued)

Talk Cards
Commercial games on display (optional)

X. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This simulation game was written according to the format ofAthe of the

Ceriterplace City Land Use Simulation Game. People who developed it were
Mary Lou King, Juneau; Gordy Euler, Ellen Searby 4nd Judith Anderegg, Alaska
Coastal Minagement Offide; David Dall,.Joe Firebaugh, Neil Hagadorn,
KristQantola, Elaine Loopstra, and Paul McIntosh, Forest Service, Alaska Region.

The tasks and discussion topics in this lesson are designed so that many,can be
done individually or in combination, depending upoik.the facilitators' objectives

and, time constraints. .

It is su§gested by the writers that continua] plan revisionobe done by the

people who use this plan.
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ALASKA COASTALkMANAGEMENT 84CKDROUND.INFORMATION

IFINkTION

COASTAL ZONE - the coastal waters (4ncludingmIne lands theWin and thereunder) and the adjacent shore-

lines (including waters therein and thereunder), strongly influenced by each other, it includes transi-

tional and intertidal areas, salt marshes, wetlands, "anb beaches." (From the National CZM Act )

Initial coastal zone bin daries for the Alaska Coastal Management Program (ACMP), before Council approval

of di'str'ict programs are based on the la-io h ical Boundaries Alaska's Coastal Zone, published by the

Office of Coastal Management and the Alas a Department o iisFi an3 ame.

THE NATIONAL CZM ACT

;rile National Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 established a program for the management of the land and

water resources of the Nation's coastal zone The act provides states who wish to paPticipate with fundi7----,

to develop programs to plan forAnd manage their coastal areas. Each state develops its own coastal man,-

agement plan subject Npapproval of the Federal Office of Coastal Zone Management on behalf of the

Secretary of Commerce.

APRIL, 1979, UPDATE Oh ALASKA COASTAL MANAGEMENT. PROGRAM
.

(Provided by the Alaska Office of Coastal MaKagement,
.

Division of Policy Development and Planning.)

lit the present time, the ACMP is being reviewed by the Federal Office of Coastal Management for their

pproval When the ACMP receives Federal approval, Federal agdlicies will have to be consistent with state

programs, and the ACMP will be elloible for 3dditional funding to implement the prOgram.- The basis for the

ACMP is the 1977 Alaska Coastal Management Act which
established the AlaskaglCoastal Policy Council to over-

see the statewide and local coastal planning efforts. The Coastal Policy Cbuncil was mandated to draft a 4

set of guitawes-eand'Itandards which would be used by state agencies and by local communities in their

respective.coastal planning and management efforts. /

Commemities and boroughs withCing and zoning authority are required to write local coastal plans

They have 30 months from the tng of the legislation (until December 1979) to have made substantial

progress towards the compleirion of coastal programs. ,

&large portion of the State lies in hat is commonly referred to as the unorganized borough It has no

"
local planning and zoning authority!. State is responsible for its management

....

..e

In the Act, there is a process outlined to allow sections of the, unorganized borough'to write their own

local °Dotal platy if they so desire or 4f they are required to becaulp of pending ectnomic development "

(There are very few people in the unorganized borpmghl. At the present the Council 1s studying the issue

of coastal planning in the unorganized borough ..,

44.

Plans written by communities.and sections of
the unorganized borough will be 'Submitted to the Alaska

Coastal Policy Council for their approval. Once a local plan is adopted by the Council and approved by

the Legislature, it becomes a part of the ACMP, and State and Federal agencies should be consistent with

it (Assuming Federal approval of the AM) Where local 'coastal plans are not in effect, approptlate I

State agencies use the guidelines and standards to manage the Coastal areas accordingly.

op
THE DECISION - MAKING PROCESS

Coastal
4

Resource Districtsi-
.

Guidelines S Standards III
pr Alaska Coastal Policy Councillii, State Legislature

and State Agencies .

The guidelines and standards approved by the gislature are the regulations now used bythe State in

managing,the Coast. s

A coastal resource district develops a loca plan using the guidelines and standards Coastal resource

'districts are first and second class boroggh , home rule and first class cities,and second class cities

which practide planning and zoning. Sections of an unorganized borough can also form a coastal resource

districts., (See the Alaska Coastal Manaaement Act.)
Air

State agencies carry out their management
responSibilities consistent with the guidelines and standards.

and ,will.assist districts in writing their plans.'

The coastal resource dis ict submits its pie to the Ala ca Coastal Policy'Council, for its review and

approval.
,

The Alaska Coastal Policy Council submits the plan to the State Legislature for approval,

*
When the plan is approved by the Alaska Coastal Policy Council and the Legislature, the plan stakes effect

in the coastal resource district.
Federal and State activitie! within the district are then to be con-

sistent with the plan, (Federal consistency is contingent upon Federal approval of the ACMP.)

This update will be current for only Z or 3 months. For a aerrent update, or if you have further inquiries

call the Office of Coastal Management in Juneau (ildS40).

ti

."."" '
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TASK A

The Federal Governnient has conveyed to the Spepte 4 six square mile tract of land in the coastal zone of
the Alaska Borough. This land may remain in State ownership, may be selected by the Borough,. or portions
may pass into Private ownership by way of a land sale.

Read the background information for the Alaska Borough, then list some possible.uses of the State selec-
' lion land.

as,a.
til ationai

Forest Sfe,i, tilts

,_.....,0,-%.):( Alaska
Noti0021 ,

Fore

s'c

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. The selected land and Coast City are in the coastal zone and surrounded by National Forest land

2 There is a shortage of available land due to Federal land ownership, terrain, and natural hazards

3. Coait City's population is 2,500 and increasing, creating a demand for housing, jobs, additional

services and recreation areas.
4. Forty percent of Coast City's Population. depends primarily A fishing for their livelihood

Twenty-five percent of the population is unempI4Yed during the winter

5 Energy supply is adequate for Coast City's increasing development.

6 The Clean River js a salmon stream, is navigable for power boats, but not shins, and has a productive

estuary. The Clean River also supplies adequate water for Coast City

7. Citiz of Coast City are interested in maintaining a scenic regional environment.

8. The aba tined cannery qualifies as a historic site but has not been classified as one
9 Raw sew enters the ocean through outfalis, and solid waste disposal is an increasing problem

10. Sand and g avel are available from the Clean River and Grass Bay, but presently the are not being

commercially removed.

it Prior Forest service management of the selected land was_as roadies beckcountry with emphasis on
wildlife habitat and recreation* Adjacent National Forest land will continue to be similarly managed.

12 The 4earest airport is 10 miles away in North City.

13. The Clean River estuary is part of a migratory flyway for a, number of species of ducks and geese.

14 The Alaska Borough is an organized borough. Recently the area/on the map marked "State Selection NI"

was conveyed to the State The rest of the borough Coastal M4nagement plan is complete Because of
this.new transmittal, the borough is now planning the management of State Selection Area 01

List possible uses of the land

4
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Task A-1 (in groups)
Group .

Assigned category

Within yaw assigned use category, list the land uses according to the basic State of

Alaska Coastal Guidelines and Standards concerning coastal development.

1. Water-dependent uses and activities

(water-dependent means a use or activity which can be carried out only on, in, or

adjacent to water areas because the use requires access to the water body.)

2. Water-related uses and activities
r

(water - related means a use or activity which is npt directly dependent upon access

to a water body, but which provides goods or services that are directly associated with

_water-dependence and which, if not located adjacent to water, would result in a public

loss of quality in the goods or services offered.)

3. Uses and activities which are neither water-related nor water-dependent for which

there is no feasible and prudent inland alternative tomeet the public need for the

use or activity.

water - dependent water-related neither

marina

to

restaurant with theater
%marine view

p.

* In planning for and approving develqpment in coastal areas, local governments and

state agencies shall give highest priority to #1 above, second priority to #2 above,

sand third priority to #3 above.

io
2,0
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Task A-2 (in groupq

Group Assigned Category
of resource use

Your only task is to list and analyze tb positive and negative impacts of each use in

your category to the ret!!ces and tj,people, given the site constraints.

Use Positive Impacts Negative Impacts

4t
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Task B (Planning Copmission)
111

.11..m=

"The Federal Governmbritlas conveyed to the State a six square mile tract of land in

the coastal zone of the Alaska Borough. This land could remain in State ownerships

could be selected by the borough or portions could pass into private ownership by way

of a land sale."

1. Using the information provided, your task is to:

a. Develop criteria to evaluate each proposal

b. Develop a system to record your evaluations

2. Select a chairperson to preside over the presentation Of proposals. The chair-

person wi11 make the following announcements:

a. Because of time constraints, there will be no rebuttal after presentations.

b. The Commission may ask two or three clarifying questions of each group after'

all the presentations.
c. You have 3 minutes to give your presentation. You will be given a warning

when you have 1 minute left.

Group Making presentation
(use cate or

Criteria to Evaluate Preposal
Ratin

. 1 2 3 4 5 5

---------

_._

.

I
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Task C

1-inPlanning
Commission has selected a proposed use for this piece of land. Working

1-in small groups you are to list some possible ways to reduce the impact where changes
are proposed. Some things' youmight consider are. access, parks, landscape, beauti-
fication, setbacks, pollution abatement, and the impact on resources.

Your assigned use:

Some possible ways to reduce impact:

I

I

S
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[Unit 4 - STUDYING A LOCAL DEVLOPMENT SITE1

.0b'ective

- To thilik specifically about coastal development at a
local level.

To participate in assessing environmental change. v

Teacher Notes ,

If students have developed an awareness of the complexity of
coastal management,thr'ough.the activities that have been outlined
up to this point, they are ready to tackle a real problem on ilee

local levfl., Because most of our communities are changing and-ad-
justing tb growth, you will probably be able to identify a contem-
plated, marine-related develpp ent in your community. If possible,
involve students in the select on of.a study site.

Activity 1 - Land Use Planning

Objectives
- To consider, the selected sftidy site and determipe its

beSt'use

Method
After a contemplated development has been selected for study

visit the prPposed'site - or if it is already quite familar to ev-
eryone in the class, recall it mentally. Then, as you did in the
simulation game:

1. Ask each student to wrXte down a list of all the
possible uses for the area. No limits to the imagih-
ation!

2. Liq the suggestions on the board. ,

.

3. Identity similar uses by labeling like uses with the
same letteir `

4. Name each gAleoftip with a categorically descriptive word
describing the use (industrial, recreational, commercial,
tourismiresidential, educational; etc.)

5. Aik/each.Student to select one category of use for the
area and to develop a proposal for the' area to comply
with that use. This may be done by individual students

. , or may work best as a group activity.

1233
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Activity 3 - Visiting a marine industry

Objectives

To become more aware of the marine rel1ated industries
in your community.

To evaluate the environmental conservation practice's
of these industries.

Materi

Jr

4..

student developed check-list (see bel,ow)
.

/Method
If ycou wish to do so,before.going on one or more field

trips, involve students in developing a checklist that the class Can
use for, evaluating environmental conservation practices of the marine
industries they will viLit. Your checklist might look somethilg
the following:

Possible factors:

Area is free of trash
Area is free of odors
Area is free of loud noises
Area is fee of raw sewage
Area is free of oil traces
Animal life is present
Plant life is present
Water appears clear.

The checklist might be kept in mind could be by.each student or
by the class after the field trip h been completed.

The industry you visit will, course, depend upon what your
community includes. The following are-possibilities:

- Seafood processor
- Cold storage plant
- Oil company dock
- Flying service
Vessel ,terminal or dock
Marina 7

- Sewage disposal plant

After the field trip an d completion of the ch9cklist, involve
the class in a discussion of what could be done in their community in
general to lessen detriment to the environment. What can the students
as community members do to contribute?

Aar
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When' each student or student grotvhas had enough time to,

prepare a proposal, conduct a public hearing before a student planning

commission. Do'this asfAloys7.

1. Select 5 students to 0.t as the planning Omission,
and designate one student as chairman.

2. Arrange the classroom like an auditorium.

3. Call upon one student representing each kind of use
(industrial, recreational, etc.) to present his or her

group's plan to the commission.

4. After each presentation, the commission chairman should,

call'for qtkestions or comments from the audience.

(Encourage student participation!)

5. After the presentation is completed, the commission
should be allowed time to discuss the proposals and

arrive at a decision for the use of the area. In doing
this, they need t9 keep in mind the earlier expression.
of 'class values and be sure that their decision is in

keeping with those values.

Activity 2 - History of the area

Objectives

- To learn about the history of the area where proposed
development is to take place.

Teacher Notes
Learnin out the history of the site in may be best

condudted a is point - or could be done before the land use plan-

ning activi y. .

)

Method
Involve students as individuals or as groups in discovering:

1. Uses of the'site long ago and recently.

2. Ways in which the area has been altered naturally and

by people.

ti

If possible, invite a guest into the classroom to show pictures
of thetarea in previous times or to talk about the history of the area.

(This is a good activity in which to encourage students to learn of

their comnitm.ty history and heritageby 3eistening,to their parents

and-grarldparents or other older members of the community.)

Additional 'Activities -
I. Students might be asked to write a story with the site as

the setting and the,time a particulai epoch in the past.

14 35
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Activity 3 =-Reviewinq the development proposal

Ob'dctives

- To learn about the development proposed for the area
,t

Materials
. Any of the following as available: ,

Environmental Impact Statement
Design study or architect's plans
Testimony from public hearings
Maps, models, charts

T8 obtain these, contact city or borough planning commissions,
the local-mayor or city council or other appropriate officials.

es

Method
Depending on the technic al qualities of the materials you

amass, discuss tAem as mu9h as possible with students. You may want
to assign particular doceMents or sections to individual students,
for summarizing to the class - or you may need to present the mat-

, erials yourself in a digested form or bring a resource person
into the classroom to discuss the proposed development.

Activity 4 - Field study of the site

Two separate approaches.to field study are described below.
The first is the less complex .of thee two. The second is more ex-.
tensive and lends itself to the making of comparisons between beach
levels, betwe4n several-sites, and between seasons and even years at
the same site. You may:wish to read the materials for\both approaches
to the field study and draw, from them that which will work best with
your class.

)

A

. .
Field Study 1

.
1

Instructions for students: (at least a day before trip)

p From Home:
Wear boot's and warm outdoor clot hes
Bring 1 perigal
Being ,A wire coat hanger

At school:
, )

Choose 1 partner to work with on the beach
MeasUre each student's stride length\in inches
and write it down (take five normal steps, measure
number of inchesland divide by five)

At the Beach:
Each team of partner will pace the designated beach AP

to measure its size.
Each person will guess how many living animals and
plants are on the measuredbeach.

Beach Plot Sampling Activity by: JamesG. and Mary Lou King
4

15
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR BEACH PLOT SAMPLING SYSTEM
TO DETERMINE HOW MANY vxsuLE PLANTS AND ANIMALS

ARE PRESENT

The students. will:
OF

1. Pull wire coat hanger to make a square.

2. Drop hanger at low tide,line.

3. One person will count all visible plants and animals that can
be seen within the coat hanger plat. The other person will
write the numbers in the proper blocks on the recording sheet.

4. Toss the hanger inland ten or twenty feet and record this
plot and so on to the upper edge Rf high tides.

5. Determine size of beach study area by pacing off its length

and width and record on

6. Add all Recording Forms actoss to give totals.

The instructor will:

1. Collect,011 Recording Sheets.

2. Add all plat figures to get a total for all plots.

3. Determine the plot average in each category by dividing the
total recorded numbers by the total number of plotsrecorded.

1

4. Determine an expansion factor to multiply the figures in (3)
above to determine total {cumber of creatures and plants for
the entire selected beach.

Total square inches on the beach
= Total plots on entire

Total square inches in (1) plot beach

Averages from (3) above X Total plats = Total creatures

*Do not move or turn rocks. Seaweed can b

16
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Fi4p Study 2

Objecty.ve 1.1

- To use field data as a means of monitoring change to
the environment.

Teacher Notes -
Scientists are continually monitoring particular parts of our

environment to assess the extent and kinds of changes that occur
both naturally and because of the activities of people. As part of
your class study of a,proposed change to the marine environment in
your community, you have the opportunity to involve your Students in
"real science", to conduct an investigation exactly like that done
by professionals concerned with t49. environment.

At your local level, such an fikrestigation might well prove to
be of interest to local planners. .Thus you may want to consult with
them about the kinds of study to propose for your class, find out if .

the data wouldlbe of interest to the planners, and find out if there
are additional kinds (or other kinds) of data your class could gather
that would be of "real' use.

In order te-determine. the effects development has upon a selected
.site, field observation data must be collected in the area before,
during, and after completion of the project. Thus this is a long-term
project that may involve students or classes over several years.
Because of this, as many elements as possible should be standardized
so that data is consistantly taken from year to year and can, there-
fore, be compared.

Tasks for Sites Study

1. Location and marking of study plots

Materials -
stakes and markers
adhesive tape
100 foOt length(s) of finch rope
coat hangers

Method
Prepare the rope by marking it off at one-meter intervals with

adhesive tape tags; number .each consecutively. Prepare the coat-
hangers by bending them into squares of the same size and proportions.
(Alternatively-you may want to prepare metal frames that will give
you a standard area.)

At the area td be studied (time your trip to coincide with a
low tide if you are intereed in an intertidal area), select 1, 2,
or 3 areas actoss which to stretch your rope. This will be a straight
line and will be called a transect. If you are dealing,with an
intertidal area, the tzansect should be a line more or less perpen-
dicular to the water and stretching from the water to the high tide
zone (or beyond).

3s
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of t

Along the transect, locate the wire squares your have, prepared so that
they are at regular in ervals along the line tie , every 3 meters). If
you are using more th n 1 transect, transect lines should be placed
so that they cross r resentative areas of the shore.

When the tran ct lines and squares have been laid out, devise
a mans of marking heir locations so that you can return a year or
more later and st 1 locate the same places. You may wish to plant
stakes or deVise tome other system.

2. Photography

Materials -
camera
film

Method
Pho ographs may be-taken to help identify the ldcation of the

site anditransects in the future. Include the entire study area
and ,pho s of individual plots with their meter numbers showing.

K ep this photo record for reference. In ensuing years it may
help y u locate the position for transect lines. 4

3. /lapping

M t rials
'paper and pencil

Ae//rAethod
Adsign one or a few student s to draw maps of the area, showing

.prominent features, the horizontal limits of the study area,.and

./
any obvious changes in surface type(sand, bedrock, boulder) or lines

/7

of zonation (barnacle, rockweed, mussels, etc.)

q''
19



,
Record Keeping

When the study area has been surveyed, maped, and photographed,
and the transects and study plots are laid out, you are ready to begin

the sampling. All data should be kept in some systeatic way. "Rite

in the Rain" books or loose sheets (with clipboard) are perhaps the
best cho4ce for work in rainy, coastal areas. Notebooks could be kept
by individuals ur rry groups but in either case, one way or another,

class notes shou]d encompass the following:

---\ r

4 1. flame of investigator 1

2. Date , .

. 3. Locarion of study site
4. Description of area (substrate, prominent features, etc.)

5. Record of maps, sketches, photos taken
). 6. Description of transect lines laid - their location and

the number of individual plots'and(heir intervals

'When this and any other information that seems significant has
been recorded, students are ready to note and record biological in-

formation from the individuSl pests. This informatipc should be kept
in the same notebook as the more general information. 14

e

4. Examination of individual plot

Materials -
/ notebooks

ruler's or calipers for measuring animal sizes

Method
Divide students into group or assign individual students to

plots. Each plot should be examined carefully and the following
information Should be taken and recorded:0m

.1. species present in the plot - give the commo or

a description for each kind of animal
.for each kind of animal, measure the largep and sm llest
individual, and determine the size of an a erage in-
d*vidual (the average size may be an estima

3. C6unt (or if not possible, estimate) the num er of in-

dividuals of each"species in the plot
4. note +any unusual behavior or appearances. 4

)

Whew each plot has been carefully examined and records made, you
are ready to pack up yOur coathangers and go back to school. Before you

leave the site, double check on your stakes or other markers to be sure
that they are sedure.and in place.

. Follow up Activities c.........!.

..
.

1. Charting the data
. *

Materials -
blackboard space or large paper such as newsprint Oh

. 20 ,
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Method
Involve. student in deciding how best to represent their data

on a chart. Then prepare the chart.
is

2.,4Summarizing the data

Method
Summarizing might be done in any of several ways. You might,

for example, use chart paper and make a list of all the species ob-
served, then checi, in the appropriate column for each transect or plot
in which that speZies occured.

Involve students in summarizing their observations
- What species were most abundant?
What spies were most widely distributed?
Was there much size range within individual species? ,

What species were found but were represented only by a few
individuals? .

Emphasize to students that their data will be kept and will be cpmpare
with additional data taken the following 'year at the same lOr
if interest, weather, etc. permits, repeat t4e ab9ve sampling scheme o
a seasonal basis, once in fall, winter, and s'pring, for example, to
measure seasonal change in the study,area)

Ifyou have had contacts with agencies involved with a proposed
project, you may want.to share the student data with them. This would
show the students the importance of their work and involve them in
being part of a real process.

3. Research - Involve students in selecting one of the animals they
observed at the shore'and making it the subject of a 14ritten or oral
report. The report could involve both student observations of beh vio
habitat preference, etc., as well as material gleaned from literat
(If you have scientific facilities in you. community, this would be a,.
good opportunity to students4to becomeffamiAr with the library of tha
facility.)

4. Analysis - In class, analyze the local developffent proposal for
your study- site in terms of the guidelines the claSs originally agreed

4 upon to represent their interests in the marine environment.

5. Films - View any of the following appropriate films (all avail-
able from the State Library):

Life in the Woodlot ,,,,,
'

Rise and Fall of the Great Lakes
Swimming Hole , 1 -

. .i
------.....-.-

6. Symbol reconsideration - Now that you have completed the unit
stud ng ng the marine environment, invodIve students in a reconsideration
of t itisymbol for the marine environment that they de,signed at the
beginning of the totudy. Would they now revise it in any way? Does
it still represenE the ideas that they feel are important?

If no symbol was designed in the beginning of the study, devise
one now as a summary act,ivity.

ee
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°ill. RECOMMENDED FILMS

44

IV.

'64

A. Choices for the Coast
Video cassette from Coastal Zone Management
Available for State Library

B. Kachemak Bay (OuteroLContinental Shelf Oil Drilling)
Film from Coastal Zone Management
Available from State Library'

C. Uncertain Summer (Yakutat preparing for oil industry)
Film from Coastal Zone Management
Available from State Library

D. People of the Yukon Delta (Subsistence Life styles in
Transition)
Video cassette from State Library

E.- At the Crossroads (Endangered species)
:e-

Pilm from State Library

s:21LIF. Edge of the Barr9ns (Delicate balance of istence

lifestyle)
Film from State Library

G. Life in the Woodlot (Ecology)
Film from State Library

H. Rise and Fall of the Great Lake fEcology)
Film from the National Park Servi e

I. Swimming Hole (Ecolo9y)
Film from the NatioriliPark Service

RECOMMENDED BOOKS (with the help of Sue Jensen, Auke Bay)

A. Who Killed Cock Robin? George, Jean C.
Two friends investigate the death of a ro in and indict
air, water and soil pollution. (Intermediate level)

B. Alvin Fernald, Superweasel, Hicks, Clifford B.
4

Another victpry over pollution by great brain Fernald

and his army of friends. (Intermediate level)

C. The Mushroom Wolter Disaster, Sodecker, N.M.
Al) assortment insects living in a quaint and tidy
community of m room houses becomes the victim of litter-

' ing humans. Under the guidance of an enterprising beetle,

the village recycles a huge pile of refuse into usable items.

. Where the Sea Breaks Its Back, Ford, Corey
The epic story of Stellar, a pioneer naturalist, and the
discovery of Alaska. A good read aloud, at the Juneau

Library,

22



TEACHER INFORMATION
. FOR

SEA WEEK CURRICULUM MATERIALS

SIXTH GRADE

Name of Sea Week Materials

ACTIVITY BOOK

Worksheet4 1 - Distance from Water

.\ortksheet*# 2 - Intertidal Animals

Worksheet # Intertidal Animals

Worksheet ish and Fisheries'

Worksheet.# 5 - Fish and Fisheries

Worksheet # 6 - Marine Mollusks

4

Worksheet # 7 - Lowest Zone ,

Worksheet # 8 - Questions

Worksheet # 9 - Common Alas6p Birds

Worksheet #10 - Como, Ala'siohn

Worksheet #11 - Common Alaskan Birds

Worksheet #124Vdtmon Alaskan Birds

Worksheet #13 - Birds of Sea & Shore

Worksheet #14 - Birds Yt Know

Worksheet #15 - BIN of Sea & Shore
A 4

Worksheet #16 - Birds of Sea & Shore

4

23

Contents and/or Use

16 pages of multi-use worksheets

Readi;g, Discussion

Labeling

Labeling

Label i ng,
-

Fill in,Words

Writing, Discussion

Fill in Blanks

Reading, Discussion

Fill in Writing

Information

4.
Information

Information

InforMatIon

Labeling.4"

Fill in Information

Writing

Answers

s



worksheet: 6t1 76,778e
Zonation and Habitat

411!

THE DISTANCE FROM THE-WATER

lieritlet au Each species of marine plant and animal has a particular

. tolerance to being out of salt water. Some of them,
for example, are never found intertidally because
they have absolutely no tolerance fOr exposure to J\
the effects of an air enviornment. Others can \
stand being out of salt water for extended periods
of time, needing only to be wet by the sea on occasional
very high tides. By looking at the beach in a section
from its highest high water mark down to the water level

on a low, low tide, you can quickly begin to see major
differences in plant and animal populations.

4

The Highest Fringe .4v

At'the upper limits of the intertidal zone, least

life forms are evident. You may notice that the rocks
appear black here. this is because they are
covered by a black encrusting lichen or by a
blue-green alga that makes these rocks treacherous
and slippery when wet. In these upper reaches,
too, may be found the common tiny periwinkle-
a fat, ridged snail that sometimes seems to pepper '4=-4

P the rocks. Sea Pen W M AUI

C.4.,cumber

The Middle Zone
. 401

Mile' -black 5eis
As you move down toward the water's edge on a low tide,
you will be aware of obvious color bands or patches
on the beach. There may be banding of Fucus, the common
brown rockweed, and of blue-black mussels (the

" intertidal - and subtidal - bivalve-that attaches
itself ,by tiny threads to rocks and pilings and
other surfaces), and barnacles. Here too you
will begin to see limpets (the species of which are
sometimes most quickly identified by tow low or high they

are found on the beach), amphipods, various starfish,
tiny slack sea cucumbers, and other forms of life
there were not in evidence at higher levels.

_)11,

barnacles
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, .Inter; ti da i An i t-ri: Is :
.

-

Here are some drawings of commo intertidal animals. In the boxes -
wrilie the names of the animals. Check their habitat. (Some 'animals

. may live in more, than one,zone)
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Name Rocky Shore Sand/ Mu&
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Name
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Rocky-Shore Sand /Mud
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or

ancf Fisherie
EI.RECTIONS. Read the questions and answer the questions. Use the postr, "Game
ltashes of Alaska" and other reference materials to help you.

1. How well do you remember the paTts of a Fish' Labe ,the following
diagram.

gill cover

pectoral fin

dorsal fin

ventral in

,adipose fin

anal fin

cal dal fin

2. What are the five kinds of Salmon found in Alaskan waters''

1 2, 5,

3. ,Describe. briefly, the general life cycle or a saimp, - You may
use pictures to help,

a

1

1

4

ti



Worksheet -111 Greek: le

FWLs and Fiske'ries

.
Directions; Read the clues-bons ancillwite # e answers rn
the spaczs. Use reference .books to h p you.

I. 'Naar marine anim=715) besides salmon, support eornmerrial

--A.sheries in Alaska? ft

6

p

.2.Why is there great deal d interest in Ash hatcheries
.in Aaska ?

Noel
Don't worry if' you didn't remember 0111 the answer; !

aass tiscwssiori will tvPresh rourrnernory.



14Marine /
Directions: Fill in the blanks with the correct word chosen

from those listed below. Some words must be
used more than once.

gip

bivalve limpets- clams

octopuses squids foot

snails chitons cockles

mollusks univalves siphons

The shell - bearing animals of the se& are called
In every case, these animals have soft bodies and they usually
have a large muscular foot on which they move. _Their bodies
are usually protected by a limy shell which the animal makes.
Sometimes, however, the shell may be internal or may be absent.
Four kinds of are found in shallow Alaskan waters.
They are described below:

1. Animals with one part- to their shells are called
, These include such animals as

and are animals with coaled
shells and they can be found ih many .shapes and sizes.

, which are sometimes called chinamen's
hats" have cone-shaped shells and hog e aq,imals that
feed by scraping microscopic material orE rocks or

other surfaces.

2. Unlike which have one part to their
shells, have shells with two parts or
valve.p. Many of these animals, such as - and

live buried in the sand or mud, and it
they have a large Which is <used to dig them
deep beneath the beach`surface, and two which
are often part of. a neck that reaches to.the sand or
mud surface so the animal can take in sea water and
remove from it the tiny food particles it needs to live.

3. Animals with eight plates or parts to their shells
are called . The plates are usually
visible but sometimes they are partly or entirely
covered by softer parts of the animal's body.
usually live on rocks, often in areas.whgare there are
heavy waves Because they can cling tightly to the

.'rocks and shape to them, they can withstand strong'seas.
7

' 4. and are called cephalopods or
"head-foot' animals because in them these two part-hav'e
become joined. --\ have eight arms fiat
have ten.' While neitheranimal has a hard, outer shell,
they stt11 belong to the largl group called

50



' ,Zonation aqHaElitat

The Lowest Zone

As you approach the water's edge, you will not find

some of the plants and animals that were evident

at higher levels. In general, however, the
Lower you go in the intertidal zone the
greater the diversity of life forms you
will find. Here you will find sea prchins, a
wide variety of often large starfish, perhaps
jufenile king crabs, large white or Idaricolored sea
anemones (if they are out of water, these will look li e
squishy, uninviting blobs, but look out into'the shallow large
waters to see the same animals in all tbetr expanded
glory), and the larger snails.

StarVish

So...as you look at any particular beach for the
first time, there is a great Seal to think about.
Remember that each part of the beach,/ each kind
of surface type, each height from the water,
each kind of topographical variation indicates
what life may be found there. In general, it is advisablg
to spend the lowest part of the tidal cycle closest to
the water's edge for in that way you will have the

maximum amount of time to spend along the beach area
that is revealed to us least often and which tends
to harbor the greatest diversity of plants
and animals.

Si
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QUESTIONS FOR "THE DISTANCE FROM/THE WATER".

1. What are two examples of the tolerances of marine, plants
and 'animals to being out'of:salt-water?

1.

2.

, .

2. What are two life forms you could find at the upper
limits of the intertidal zone?

.1.

2.

3. What are six life forms you could see in the middle
zone?

1.

2.

3

4.

5.

6.

4. What five marine life forms could you see at the lowest
zone?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5. What is the best way tp spend your time at the beach?

r.
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Sea 8 irds //

i 0 Murrelet, Marbled Swim, &hall, Salt water Small, mottled Southeast

Pointed brown AK to Cal.

WA,TELT9WL

Bufflehead ML Swim -Wedge Salt water Smallest duck, Costal AK

shape black and white to Mexico

53

Goldeneye, rrow's

Goose, Canada

Swim Wedge Salt water Black and white Cbastal AK

shape to Cal.

VL Swim Wedge Water, White cheek. Coastal AK

shape wetlands patch to Cal..

Green-winged Teal L Swim Wedge Fresh'water, Small duck, green Cal. to

shape salt water wing patch Mexico

Harlequin

Mallard

L Swim Wedge alt water, blue body with Coastal AK

shape streams
4

white streaks to Cal.
. (male)

L' Swim. Wide, Wetlands . Green head, Coastal Al

grey backflat
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M2rganser, Common

Pintail

0
L Swim Long,4.4101pdter -. Flat, reddish head;

toothed D'4'white,fghest

vs.

L Swim Wide, .Wetlands , Pointed tail Cal., Mex.,

flat A Hawaii

Scaup

0Sco'ter, Surf

I

L Swim Wide, Salt water Black, grey back Coastal AK
to Mex.flat

4

NNaim Wide, Salt water 'Black, white

flat head patch

Coastal --A-K

to Mex.

Oieater,-White-Lwinged- L Swim (.4ide,
Vflat

Salt water , Black; white Coastal AK

wing patdr to Mex.

GullLike Bieds

O Swan, Whistling

. Bonafarte s

VL Swim Wide, Lakes, air Long neck, ' California

flat tidelands white

ML Swim Hooked Beaches, Black head, Wash, to

tidelands small gull Mexico



O Glaucous-winged

O Herring

0 Tern, Arctic

Birds -Thai Wade

.4e

L Swim Hooked Beaches,dump, Large gull, Coastal

05. fish streams grey wings te4
Mexico.

L Swim Hooked Beaches,dump, Large gull ,black Coastal

fish streams on wing tip Alaska
Maxi

ML Swim Hooked Tide flats, Orange bill and Chile

glacier feet, forked tail 40
+/wet&

0 Dipper M Grip Sharp, Streams Grey, bobs bodNoastal.
pointed up and down *Asko

r

0 Duntin S Long Long,' Beach, Rusty back, cgastal

legs pointed. mudfl ats black belly Akt.sicat

oar
ow.

0

5

O Heron, Great Blue VL Long Long, Beach, , Bluish color, Coastal

legs, pointed fish streams tall Alaska
toes

O Killdeer S Long Pointed i Beadv-fish Two black stripes Wash. t4

toes, str94ms on breast Central
legs *erica

.
58'
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C3 Oystercatfhe6 Black M Long Long, Islandt, Black with Coastal

toes, flat reefs orange bill Alaska
legs

11

0 Plover4Aremipalmated S Long Medium Mudflats, One black stripe Cal. to

on breast S.Ameriltoes, pointed beach

legs

C3 Sandpiper, Spotted S Long Medium Mudflats, Spots on breast Cal. to
toes., pointed sandy places
legs

Birds pf FIAey

5?

OSandpiper, Western S Long- Medium Mudflats, Very small Cal. to

toes, pointed beach SAmeri4
legs

0 Snipe, Common

ti

S Long Long, ,Swampy Long bill,
toes, pointed places short legs
legs

Coa.stel.,
maska

to .lout

*erica

Yellowlegs, Greater Long Long, Mudflats,
toes, pointed beach

legs

Yellow legs Cal; to
S.Amerii

0 Eagld, Bald VL Grasp Sharp, Coast, salmon Adults nave Coastal
hooked streams white head Alaska

and tail r.,1
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Bird's of Sea and Shore

1. Write the name of each bird underIthe illustrations.



rallorKsneef--'btriThrdue

'Ads You Liow
Directions. Using a reference book* coftlete the folloming

table. Begin by listing birds that you know
and/or have seen recently.

Nameop

Bird

Description:
Include coloes,

type of beak arid
.Peet) Suet etc,

Mien
dia

you
See it,

1,-.

Where
did
you

See LI?
,

.

.
A

4

M

a.

0

.

4

*Suggested reference' books: #

1. Birds of North America by Robbins, Brunn, Zimm.

2. Field Guide to Western Birds by Roger Tory Peterson.

3. Audubon Field Guide to North American Birds, Western
Region. 4

4. Birds in the Alaska Coastal Environment,Fourth Grade
"Sea Week" materials.
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Birds vP Sea and Shore

Directions_: Answer the following questions. Use bird
reference books to help you.

I 4

1. Name 5 types of birds that can be found along Alaska's
shores

1.

2.

...

3.

4.

. .

5.

2. _Gyve reasons why these birds are found along Alaska's
.

,

shores.

I

3. Hew might changes man makes td the shore or shore line
affect the kinds and numbers of birds using the shore?

.1.

n
63
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Birds oP S:.;:a and Shore

Directions.* Answer the following questions. Use bird
referencebooks-.to help you.

1. Name 5 types of birds that can be found along Alaska's
shorts

I. (sea birds"

2. (uvp_rfowl)

3. (gull-like birds)

4. (wading birds)

5 (birds of prev)

2. G5ve reasons why these birds are found along AIaska's
shores.

3. ttw might changes man makes to the shore or shore line
affect the kinds and numbers of birds using the shore"

L 4

4.
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STEPS TO ORGANIZING A SEA WEEK IN YOUR COMMUNITY

I, Familiarize yourself with the Sea Week curriculum and
introduce it to other interested teachers and parents.

II. Catalog the resources in your area. Where are the good
bbaches? When are,the good low tides? Are there any
agency, hatchery, or museum personnel that would be
available as speakers and/or for field trips?

III. Draw up a well-thought out plan for Sea Week and present
it to your administrators for approval.

,./

IV. Talk to teachers in the upper grades about having some of
therr students accompany you on your field trips. Brief
them ahead of time as to theiactivities you'll be doing.

V. Make up a calendar cif when speakers will talk, which movies
will be shown, and when each class will take their field
trips. By arranging two field trips near one another in
location, or by having the second cl s come to the beach

)1111

when the first field trip of the da s leaving, gas (and
energy) can be saved by having fewe bus trips.

VI. Invite the whole community to participate.- parents, chamber
of commerce, governmental agencies, native corporations,
fishermen, etc. Parents can assist with field trips;
businesses might display student artwork. ,If community
organizations are interested, the week can become a Festival
of the Sea, with boat tours, movies, speakers, games, and
dances. Contact your local paper about featuring Sea Week
with a photo and story - beforehand, during, and afterwards!
Radio stations might want to interview field trip leaders
or read stories that students have written.

VII. Spend an entire week studying the amazing ocean! Math
problems, writing assignments, spelling words - can all
relate to otl- marine environment. Show your students the
wonder of sea life!

A-1 J
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SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS'

In planning field trips for your class two things should be
considered: 1. The emphasis ih'Sea Week stu4ies at your
grade level. 2. The available community resqurces.

Considet-,vksiting S. place - beaches, docks, v ssels (fishing,
'pleasure, ferry, barge, tour ship, Coast Gua ), cold storage
plant, canneries, supermarket, government r arch facilities,
hatcheries. Museums, private collectiofis abdIstores might be
considered for indoor trips. Arrangement1Might be made to
watch someone at work - fisherman, biolo ist,;or Coast Guard
personnel, If your students have an op ortuqty tb visit
another community you might include Se Week activities 1%your
itinerary or might include the entire trip around them.

In planning any trip, if possible arrange for knowledgetkple
persons to accompany your group. The involvement of interested
parents is also valuable.

SIXTH GRADE

I. Beach field trips -

A.1.Undeieloped beach - where development is planned.

a. Review intertidal life.
b. Identify and re-coed life found there as recommended

in the Guide.
2.Developed beach -

a. Identify what man has done.
b. Assess damagelt0 sea life.

City Planning Department can identify planned development

site.

Coastal zone management plans and personnel canbe utilized
at this grade level:

B. National Marine Fisheries
State Dept; of Fish and Game -
Coast Guard -
All have information and programs on habitat protection
and pollution control.

A-2
6(3
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-AppfencEX--.1.1-1

WHAT TO DO ON THE

Put together a ciecklist of objects (or use the one that

follows) that the students ma see at th4 beach. During the

bus ride, students can
//

circl the name (or picture) of each

ob)eci that they think they will be, seeing during the field

trip. At the beach, they can check off the ob3ects they

actually saw, and estimate or' count how many, they saw. A

Juneau teacher makes her checklists into a small book, with

a pencil' attached by yarn, and gives each pupil sandwich

bag in which to store his/her checklist.

bus cow

can raven

fist sheep

tree, 'driftwood

gull boat

buoy moose

anemone' r.
dock

whale Starfish

seaweed house

crab airplane

bottle fisherman

jellyfish limpet shell

sand'flea sea urchin

mussel porpgise

A-3 67
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CONSERVATION

Conservation may be defined as the "wise use" of our natural resourc
It is not the non-use of them, but rather a use that comes after car
ful thought has been given to the reasons,and consequences of that u

It is perhaps trite to say that with increasing population pressures
the ever- increasing need for raw materials, for recreationalpfacilit
ifsr hothesites, etc.,'pressures increase on a natural environment tha
may previously have been untrammeled and in no need of someone to pr
it from total alteration. Here in Alaska, particularity, the residen
of the State are facdd with making many'immediate far-reaching decis
about the natural environment of our State. What man's impact on it
will be and if and how that impact should be limited or controlled a
some of these decisions.

Conservation, practically, comes down to a few important principles:

1. Every living thing, as well as non living thing, has a place an
function in the balance of existence on the surface of this planet,,
whether or not we happen to know what its precise niche is. "Every-
thing is connected with everything else." "Everything affects.every
thing else." Destruction of one species, useless and unimportant
though that species may seem to our ignorance, can have wide-reachin
repercussions.

2. Natural resources are exhaustible. Populations which drop below
a critical threshold cease to reproduce and the species plummets int
extinction. Energy resources on.earth are not renewable. Extinctio
of living species find exhaustion of non-living resources are natural
processes. Trilobites went extinct before men appeared.qp..the scene
Volcanoes spew noxious gases into the air. Neverthelesss, the speed
with which man, especially 20th century man, is destroying or using
extant life and resources is astronomical compared to natpralf proces

3. Since man is an intelligent being, he can, if-he will, desist
from extinguishing life and exhausting the resources of the earth. M
can practice conservation without denying himself a full and enjoyab
life. His reason for using resources wisely may be an idealistic
appreciation of all that nature has and is, or it may be a realizati
that oir tomorrows will be poorer unless wisdom regulates usage of o
goods.1

For school children studying Alaska's marine life, conservation invo
a few simple, yet extremely important principals;

1. DO VISIT THE BE4CH AND ENJOY XOUR TIME THERE BUT WHEN YOUffAVE
LET THE AREA hE THE SAME, OR BETTER, THAN YOU FOUND IT.

2. IF YOU TURN OVER A ROCK TO SEE WHAT tS HIDING UNDER IT, TURN IT
BACK OVER WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED. (What lives there may depend
fox survival on the exact kind of micro-habitat that exists and
that ebak.)

1 Reef and Shore. Hawaj.i Nature Study _Program for Elementary
School phildisen, p. 4. ,

A-9



3.. IF YOU PICK UP ANIMALS FOR CLOSER VIEWING, DISTURB ONLY THE
ONES YOU WANT TO LOOK AT, HANDLE THEM CAREFULLY, THEN REPLACE'.
THEM WHERV, YOU FOUND THEM. SEA CREATURES CAN LIVE OUTSIDE OF
THE WATER ONLY BRItFLY. ,A PAN OR BUCKET OF SEAWATER WILL ALLOW
`CLOSES EXAMINATION AND REDUCE STRESS ON THE ANIMAL. KEEP THE
CONTAINER OUT CF DIRECT SUNLIGHT AND REP]ACL THEO WATER IF IT
BEGINS TO WARM.' HANDLE FISH WITH WET HANDS TO PRESERVE THEIR
PROTECTIVt SLIME AND IN HANDLING GRABS AND JELLYFISH - WATCH OUT
FOR STINGERS AND PINCHERS. PICK CRABS UP FROM THE BACK AND
SUPPORT THEIR UNDERSIDE Win THE PALM OF YOUR HAND. DON'T TOUCH
JELLYFISH.

4. IF YOU WANT TO [SSE LIVE MATERIALS IN THE CLASSROOM AFTER THE
FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH, TAKE ONLY WHAT YOU WILL NEED,, TAKE CARE
TO KEEP IT ALIVE, AND RETURN IT TO THE BEACH WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED
WITH IT.

5. NON-LIVING BEACH MATERIALS MAY BE COLLECTED BUT USE.MODERNIION
.HERE, TOO. IF MATERIALS ARE FOR CLASS USE, HAVE A PROJECT IN
MIND BEFORE YOU BEGIN COLLECTING AND THEN GATHER ONLY WHAT YOU
WILL NEED. YOU MAY WANT TO GATHER DRIFTWOODSVSTONES, BITS OF
POLISHED CLASS. UNLESS YOU ARE A SECOND GRADE.TEACHER,,HOWEVER,
PLEASE coLLEcd ONLY4. FEW, IF ANY, EMPLY SHELLS LEAVING THESE
MATERIALS FOR THE SIMOND GRADERS WHOSE (ONLY SEA WEEK BEACH AND
CLASSROOM ACTIVITY IS STUDYING.THEM.

eZ.

.

A- 5
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Appendix V

fr

A CHECK LIST

FOR
)

A FIELD TRIP TO THE BEACH
,

You the teacher:

1. Be sure you are personally familia with the beach to which
you and your class are, going. If youollave not been there
before, take a bit of time after school or on,th9 weekend
to go to that beach and walk t carefully. By being familiar
with it yourself, you can anticipate what your students will
be able to see and do there.

7,

2. Check carefully on all pus arrangements for your class. Be

sure that a bus is schedule0 for you and be aware of the
delivery and pick-up times. L.- I*

3. Arrange for adequate adult supervision. Usually there is no
problem in finding parents willing to go along. Often junior
or senior high school students may also be available and, if
they are taking biology or other related science cburses, they
can be very helpful. One older student or adult for every five
or six children would be a good ratio in terms of'safety,
control, and learning.

4. Give careful thought to what `you will do with your time at 'tyke

betch. The beach is an exciting place just to explore, but
some thought end directions given to the activities to take
place will make the experience.richer and more profitable for
students and you, too.

5. Meet - or at least talk by phone - with your volunteers before
the field trip-to acquaint them with our plans for the outi&g.
Be sure that each of them knows specifically what you would
like each to do. Recommend that they attend Appropriate
training workshops and provide them with information from this

guide or elsewhere.

..6. Well in advance of the beach trip itself, begin preparing your
students for their experiences there. The be-tter prepared
they are, the more successful the field trip,will be.

. ,. .

7.,:i_ Letters should be written to alul parents, including permis§ion
slips, io that parents know about the actriviti in which theirs, .

children will be involved,
.

, ,

8. Corlect and ready all materials you will need for the field
trip'- buckets, pans, binoculars, camera, whatever it is you

Reed, You might consider bringing,or arranging for some kind
of. snack at the beach - a big bag of gorp (M & M's, raisins,
salted peanuts, etc.) always makesa hit'and a snapk can serve

. ,

. -
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to reorganize matters at the beach and create a natural (though
slightly contrived) change of pace and focus. (see the suggested
time plan that follows.) Be sure to take along a supply of
bandaids - or better yet, a small first-aid kit - just in case
there is a need for it.

9. Plan the trip ahead, but allow'for flexibility. If a whale is
breaching just off shore while you are trying to teach the life

and ways of a barnacle, your students will not be absorbing much

of your lecture. Be prepared to take advantage of those special
events that occur so often along our shores.

The students:

1. InvOlve them in preparing for the field trip as much as possible.

2. Explain tb them any rules for field trip. conduct. Stress especially

the fact that tIe beach is a special enPironment and a fragile one
whose beauty comes from the LIVING plants and animals to be found
there. Impress upon them the need to respdtt the life forms they
will see, to leave the beach as nearly like they find it as possible
and not to collect or molest live beach animals unless you, the
teacher, have very specific and well thought out needs for limited
quantities of live animals and materials for use in further
teaching processes and have requested the students help you gather

,materials.

3. A quick talk about safety at the beach would not be out of place -"
the need for proper clothing, Care to be taken on rocks that are
slippery when wet, what to do in case of injury, always keep an
eye on the tide to be sure you are not stranded or lose gear to
the rising waters, etc.

4, If a class project is planned for the beach time, help students

to prepare or gather materials they will need to take with them.

BOTH teacher and students:

BE PROPERLY DRESSED. It is always difficult to predict what the
weather will be.in coastal Alaska but there is often a good
chance that there may be rain. Be sure everyone knows that he
or she should. come dressed warmly and prepared for rain if that
prospect seems at all likely. Wearing layers of clothes always
makes sense - a short sleeved shirt, then something with long

- sleeves, topped by a sweater or warm jacket and something water
and wind-proof. 'Foot gear is important. Layer socks for maximum
warmth and wear RUBBER boots if possible. Carrying 4 back pack
is a good idea for students and teachers alike. It leaves your
hands free, lets liou store away layers of clothes you want to
shed or don't need at the moment and is a good place to keep the
snack you and/or the students have decided to bringalong4

71
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SUGGESTED ON-SITE ORGANIZATION

The beach is an exciting zlace on your first visit there or your
five hundredth and the most normal and natural thing to do on the
beach is to walk - or run - along the SIbTeline to see what is
therefor the firiding. If your class has been working hard on
sea relatda%studies and has carefully outlined what they want to
do with their time at the beach, then perhaps all students will set
right to work with whatever tasks hae been outlined beforehand.
But, if a less structured approach seems to be in order, you might
try the following idea...

Part I

If, before the beach experience, you have been working in the class-
room with the student* on the particular area of marine knowledge
outlined for your grade level, then the students should have a good
idea of particular concepts or kinds of life or situations they
might look for at the ,each. Students could have the first half of
the time at the beach to apply their knowledge in a free kind of
framework. That is, for example, if you are a second grade teacher
and have been studying shells with your students, give them the
first part of their time at the beach to see how many differeht kinds
of shells they can count, or give them some other similar kind of
task that they can carry out and at the same time still be free to
explore other aspects of the beach.

Part II

At the mid-point of your allotted timat the beach, gather the
children together. Taking a lott of ti e out to opqn that big bag of
gorp, or gathering for some other kind of snacking, works co draw
everyone together, change the pace,and focus.

After the quick energy break is a good
down quietly and talk about what they
helpers work in small groups with chil
or knowledge about materials found on
you are a first grade teacher who has
..with your class, each adult helper migh
in a bucket - with the children's help

time to have the students sit
ave seen or to have adult
ren to share further discoveries
he beach. As an example, if
een studying marine animals
have been assigned to gather
- examples of a particular

group of animals d ring the first part of the time on the beach.
Then during the cond half of the be ch time, each adult and his or
her bucket of mat rials might circulat from one small group' of
children to the ext, encouraging them to touch, feel, observe Certain
chaacteristics o qualities of these

Children need both to enjoy Vhe beach j
in being there and to grow in understan
and environmental factors that are at m
and planning have gone on well before t
there is every reason to believe that ilth these goals can be
accomplished.

icular animals,

for the pleasuf there is
the cpmplex web of life

rk there. If careful thought
e actual trip to the beach,

A-8
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A LOOK AT THE BEACH

Any beach is as Individual in its own way as are we who, as individuals
can be dastanguas d from all other people. Just as each of us repre-
sents only one co ination out of the many possible, so it is with
beaches. A beach ,

s a place where the sea confronts the land, and
every aspect of t at sea and that land edge is important in determining
what the general ppearance of that beach will be and what kinds of
plants and animal will grow and thrive in that particular environment.
Many factors combine to determine the personality of that unique and
special place.

The Sea

If we think first about the water at the beach, we realize that there
are several ways in which it can vary. To begin with, for example,
those of us living in the Juneau area look out to-waters that are
relatively protected. That is, our beaches are ndt subjected to the
open, powerful swells that are common on coast lines that abut the
open ocean. Unlike conditions that might be found at Sitka, for
example-, the wave conditions along our beaches are alwalis relatively
mild and non - violent. Even in the Juneau area, however, local
differences in topography influence the personality of the beach.
Wtether a particularbeach area is a straight, uninterrupted stretch,
a deep or shallow cover, or a Jutting point will influence the force
and effect of the waves upon the shore. Consequently, we might
expect to find different kands of life on a point, i.1 a cove, or on
a straight, uncomplicated shoreline because each species has a parti-
cular ability to withstand greater or lesser wave force.

We all know that the sea.is salty but we,may not all realize that the
concentration of salt in set water can be highly variable. In the
:open oceanx salt concentrations measure about 32 to 33 parts per
thousand. In our inside waters around Juneau, the average salt
concentration in main channels may be slightly less than that because
of the greater infnence of fresh water ente.rang from streams and
rivets. At the mouths of the streams and rivers themselves, where
salt and freshwater mir, salt concentrations are very low. Because
each kind of marine plant or animal has its own built -in tolerances
to veryang saltiness or freshness, these living populations vary with
the salinity prevalent at a particular lace.

THE SIZE OF PEBBLES

If you stand on a beach and look thoughtfully at it, one of the first
th.ngs you will notice is its texture - whether it it sandy, gravelly,
conposed of cobbles, bedrock, mud or a combination of two or more_ of,
these. The nature of the beach is critical in determiningswhat can
live there. Let's examine each kind of substrate in turn to see what
kind of life we might expect to find.

0.
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Mud

Mud can be anything from relatively porous sand-soil mix to the clay
muck that sucks rubber boots right off your feet. If you look at the
surface of this kind of substrate, you will be aware of little, if any

life. Here and there you may see the flexible tubes of mud dwelling
worms sticking up an inch or so above the surface. Or you may see
"cake decorations" left by other burrowing worms Finally, yOu may be
aware of the presence of clams by the squirts of w ter and the siphon
holes in the mud. Digging witn a shovel will revea the various
inhabitants of the mud in all their glory fat, bu bous peanut worms
slender,.earthworm-like nemerteans of various descriptions, many-
legged annelid worms; and hardy bivalves.

Sand

Because sand is more porous than mud, it is a better surface for many
burrowers, a better surface for a wider number of animals to live on
and in. On a sand flat at low tide one may find starfish, sea urchins
and numerous kinds of crabs and snails. Some of these animals wander
over tkle sand flats when they are submerged, scouring them for bits of
food some crabs, like the Dungeness, tend toistay in sandy ayas
because of the methodi of self-protection invcivesdburrowing into
the sand to hide. (Even when the sand is exposed, watch for depressio
in the surface that mimic the shape ofithe crab's shell. By digging
there, you may uncover a crab that stayed buried even as the water,
receded.) By looking for clam or cockle siphon holes, you will discov
these common residents of sandy areas and by digging carefully you may
unearth them.

Cobbles and Boulders

Obviously, the size of loose rocks on the each may range from so meths.

Just a bit coar,Aer than sand up to boulders too large to be lifted. I

general, the larger the general size of the rock pieces, the greater
variety*of life one might expect to find there. The more stable the
hard surface is, the greater protection and anchors it can afford a,

resident plant-or animal. Intertidal areas of cobbles or rocks are
often most obviously serving as anchorages fcrImarine plants (most
common in the Juneau area, Fucus, the rockweed, the tough, ubiquitous,
brown plant with ti bulbous reproductive bodies that kids like to pop
and for barnacles and blue mussels that may cover Certain rocks of
sections of beach in great density. If you begin to look down among
the beds of rockwee , barnacles, and mussels and UNDER cobbles and
boulders, you w discover an amazing diversity of life forms. Small

six-rayed star ish cling beneath medium sized rocks, often brooding
clutches of eggs. Blennies up to six inches or so in lenth (one of
the two litst common intertidally discovered fish) hide under rocks.
So do amphipods or sand fleas and tiny crustacean beach scavengers tha
quickly seek new cover when discovered under their protective rock.
Clinging to the surface of the rocks may be limpets, chitons, sponges.
Look for the latter particularly under overhangs of larger rocks.

VOW
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Because of their ability to serve as anchors and because they offer

so many protective niches, rocks on beaches afford some to the best

looking places. Don't neglect to have along a magnifying glass so

you can really see some of the tiny critters; Guaranteed that the

more your look, the more you will see there! Just be very sure that
.after you turn over a rock to reveal its underside residents, that
you replace it so the animals don't dry out and perish! 0

Bedrock

This is just as exciting a place to poke as cobbles /boulder areas

and many of the same inhabitants can .be found here - wif6 two general

kinds of exceptions. First, obviously this rock surface can't be

turned over so the "rock and sand or mud residents" are not here.

Second, it is in bedrock areas that you are most apt to find remnant

puddles of water tidepools - that may harbor lots of life? including

small anemones with tentacles extended to trap food (they come in a

wide variety of gorgeous color combinations), rock hard coralline
algae that looks like hard, pink plaster but are actually living plants,

tiny immature sculpins, and perhaps little shrimp. Be sure to look

(carefully in crevasses fo sponges, starfish, and other creatures.

THE DISTANCE FROM THE WATER

Each species of marine plant and animal has a particular tolefantip
tp being out of salt water. Some of them, for exaripilr, are never

fund intertidally because they have absolutely no tolerance for

exposure to the effects of an air environment. Others can star4
being out of salt water for extended periods of time, needing only
to be wet by the sea on occasional very high tides. By looking at

the beach in a section from its highest high water mark down to
the water level on a low, low tide, you can quickly begin to see

major differences in plant and animal populations.

The Highest Fringe

ht the upper limits of the intertidal zone, least life forms are

.evident. You may notice that the rocks appear black here. This is

because they are coveredfrby a black encrusting lichen or by a blue-

green algae that makes these rocks treacherous and slippery when wet.

In these upper reaches, too, may be found the Common tiny periwinkle
fat, ridged snail that sometimes seems to pepper the rocks.

The Middle Zone

As you move down toward the water's edge on a low tide, you will be
aware of obvious coloi bands or patches on the beach. There may be

banding of Fucus, the common brown rockweed, and of blue-blackmussels
(the intertidal and subtidal bivalve that attaches itself by tiny
threads to rocks and pilings and other Surfaces), and barnacles. Here

too you will begin to see limpets (the species of which are sometimes
most quickly identified by how low or high they are found on the beach),

amphipods, various starfish, tiny black sea cucumbers, and other forms

of life there were not in evidence at higher levels.
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The Lowest Zone

eq

As you-approach the water's edge, you will not find some of the plants
and animals that were evident at higher levels. In general, however,
the lower you go in the intertidal zone the greater the diversity of
life forms you will find. Here you will find sea urchins, a wide
variety of often large starfish, perhaps )uVenile king crabs, large .

white or varicolored sea anemones (if they are out of water, these will
look like squishy, uninviting blobs, but look out into the shallow
waters to see the same animals in all their expanded glory), and til,

//
larger snails.

So...as you look at any particulat beach for the first time, there is 0,

a great deal to think about. Remember that each part of the beach,
each kind of surface type, each height from the water, each kind of
topographical variation indicates what' life may be found there. In
general, it is advisable to spend the lowest part of the tidal cycle
closest to the water's edge for in that way you will have the maximum
amount of time to spend along the beach area that is revealed to us
least often and which tends to harbor the greatest dil.iersity of plants
and animals.

If you can, acquaint your students with these obvious or subtle
variations in the beach habitat for it will enrich their beach -

9xperience, too!!!

(
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-Appendix

TIDES

Students can understand some basics about tides and should
definitely learn that the height of the water on the beach
varies with the stage of the tide and that maximum and
minimum tidal levels vary each day.

Tides, in a very simplified kind of explanation, occur be-
cause of the gravita 'onal pull of the sun and the moon on
the earth. Just as e earth exerts gravitational force
(why does an ap fail? why can't we step off into space?),
so do these othe two bodies. The force of the pull of the
sun and moon on a = ic lar place on earth depends on how
directly they are in line with that place. The force they
exert tends to pull the water away from the earth's surface
on the side of the earth facing,thus causing a high tide.

.Because the relative position of the sun, earth, and moon
are constantly changing in a cyclic rhythm, so are the tides.

Activities

Here in Southeal.z. Alaska we experience atidal cycle that
consists of two unequal,high tide s and two unequal low tides
each day. With some students in primary grades and all those
in upper grades, you might sit down with a tide table and
look at the numbers and xplain what they mean. You might
even make a simple chart tide levpls and of activities to

. coincide with various stage of tSe'tide. Tor instance, it
might be much easier to launch a boat when the tide is high
but digging clams can best be done on the very lowest tide.
Students might be shown the same beach at high and at low
tide and through words or art work compare the differences.

Preparation for Field Trip

In preparing for the field trip, discuss tides with the students.
Mention the need to be as close to the water as possible when
the tide ig(at its lowest in order to see that strip of beach
and the life that is there, for the water quickly comes in and
C6vers it. Talk, too, about the need to be aware of the tide
level and thus not to set a pack or bucketoext to the water's
edge and expect to find it there later if the tide is flooding.

As a teacher you need to be aware of the time of lOw tide when
scheduling your field trip to the beach and in planning the
activities that will take place there. The time of very lowest
tide should be kept open for observation of what is to be found .
in the zone nearesttthe water. Activities such as taking a
break fora snack or gathering, around buckets to discuss and
examine particular animals should occur -when theystide is ebbing
or flooding.

A-13
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--Append-aIX

A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF HELPFUL REFERENCES

Field Guides

Abbott, R. T. 1968. Seashells of North Ameri a. Golden
Press, New York. 0.280 pp. $3.95.

Ayres, J. and D. McLachlan. 1979. Fieldbook of Papific North-
west Sea Creatitres. Naturegraph Publishers, Inc. Happy

Camp, California. 208 pp. $1,0700.

Furlong, M. and V. Pill. 1973.r_Vible? Incredible: ERCO,

Inc./ Tacoma, Washington. 62 pp. $2.50.

. 1973. Starfish - Guides to Identifi-
cation and Methods of Preserving. ERCO,Inc., Tacoma, .

Washington. 104 pp. $3.50.

Gubex3let, M. L. 1956. Seaweeds,:at Ebb Tide. University of
Washington Press, Seattle. 182 pp. $4.95.

Hosie, R. C. 1969. Nattve Trees Canada. InfOrmatIon
Canada, Ottowa. 380 pp. $7

Kozloff, E. N. 1974. Keys to Marine Invertebrates of
Puget Sound, the San Juan Archipelago and Adjacent Regions.
University of Washington Press, Seattle. '266 pp.

Madlener, J. C. 1977. The Seavegetable Book. Clarkson N.
Potter, Inc., New York.. 288 pp. $6.95 (recipes!).

McClane, A. J. 1978. Field Guide to Sal treater Fishes of North
America. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, New York. '283 pp.

Murie, Olaus J. 1975. A Field Guide to Animal Tracks.
0 Moughton Miffin Co., Boston. 375 pp. $6.95.

Murray, C. and D. Somerton. 1976. Field Guide to the Fish
of Puget Sound and the Northwest Coast (printed on water-

proof paper). University of Washington Press, Seattle.
70 pp. $5.95.

Rice,-T. 1973. Marine Shells of the Pacific Coast. ERCO,

. Inc., Tacoma, Washington. 102 pp. $2.95.

Robbins, C. S., B. Bruun, and M. S. Zim. 1966. Birds of
North America. Golden Press, New York. 34-0 pp. $4.95.

Smith, L. S. 1976. Living Shores of the Pacific Northwest.
Pacific Search Press, Seattle. 149 pp. $9.95.

ViereCk, L. A. 1974. Guide to Alaska Trees. United States
Forest Service, Washington, D. C. 98 pp. $1.35.
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Waaland, J. R. 1977. Common Seaweeds 0* the Pacific Coast.
Pacific Search Press, Seattle, Wastlington. 120 pp. $5.95.

Marine Mammals

Graves, J. A. 197. What is a California Sea Otter? Boxwood
Press, Pacific Grove, California. 30 pp. $3.50.

McDearmon. 1974. The Walrus - Giant of the Arctic Ice.
Dodd, Mead, and Co., New York. 45 pp. $4.25.

Proctor, S. J. 1975. Whales - Their Story. Vancouver Public
Aquarium Association Newsletter vol. XIX no. 4July/
August 1975. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.. 14 pp.

Slijper, E. 3. 1976. Whales A Dolphins. The University of
Michigan Press. 170 pp.

Stonehouse, B. 1976. A Closer Look at Whales and Dolphins.
Gloucester Press, New York. 31 pp. $1.95.

F i Sh

Burton, Dr. M. 1972. The. Life of Fishehi. Golden Press, New

York. 61 pp. $2.95.

Childerhose, R. J. and M. Trim. 1979. Pacific Salmon.
University of Washington Press, Seattle. 158 pp. $24.95.

DeCarli, F. 1978. The World'of Fish. Abbeville Press, New

York. 256 pp. $6.95.

Hart, J. L. 1973. Pacific Fishes of Canada. Fisheries
Research Board of Canada, Ottowa. 740 pp. $14.40.

Birds

Bradbury, W. 1976. Birds of Sea, Shore, and Stream. Time

Life Films, Inc. 128 pp. $8.95.

Ecology

Adams, R. 1978. Nature Day and Night. Viking Press. New

York. 107 pp. $10.00.
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British Museum of Natural History. 1978. Nature at fork.
British Museum, London. 84 pp. $4.95.

Carefoot, T. 1977. Pacific Seashores. University of
Washington Press, Seattle. '208.pp. $14.80.

Activities

Cornell, J. B. 1979. Sharing Nature With Children.
AnandaPublications. 142 pp. $4.95.

Curriculum Research and Development Group - University .of
Hawaii. 1976. Reef and .Shore - Hawaii Nature Study
Program for Elementary School Children; Teachers'
Guide. University of Hawaii, Honolulu. 265 pp.

Lien, V. 1979. Investigating the Marine Environment and
Its Resources. Sea Grant College Publicatiops, Texas
A and M University, College Station, Texas 17843,
439 pp. $8.00

Mauldin, L. and D. Frankenberg. 1978. North Carolina
Marins Education Manual (4 volumes). UNC Sea Grant
Publication UNC-56-78-14-A, North Carolina State
Univesity, Raleigh, North Carolina 27607..

Oceanography

Bascom, W. 1964. Waves*and `Beaches: the Dynamics of the
Ocean Surface. Doubleday and Company, Inc., Garden
City, New York. 267 pp. "$2.50.. '1"

Scientific Americap. 1969. The Ocean, W. H. Freeman and
Company. 140 pp. $3.25.

Issues

Ball, 'J. L. Jr., T. Frady, and R. S. Lee (eds). 1977.
Readings From Alaska Seas and Coasts. Alaska Sea Grant
Program, Fairbanks. 252 pp.

Browning, R. J. 1974. Fisheries of the North Pacific:
History, Species, Gear, and Processes. Alaska Northwest

I Publishing Company. Anchorage. 408 pp. $24.95.

I
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Drucker, P. 193. Cultures of the North Pacific Coast.
Chandler Publishing Company,, Scranton, Pennsylvania
243 pp.

Figdor, B. and G. 1978. Salmon 'Fishing (one of a
children's series of people at work in Alaska). George
Figdor, Haines, Alaska. 48 pp. $7.95.

Kramer, L. S., V. C. Clark, and G. J. Canpelos. 1978.
Planning for Offshore Oil D.evelopme4t: Gulf of Alaska
OCS Handbook. Aladka Department of Community and
Regional Affairs, Division of Community Planning;
Juneau. 257 pp.

Miscellaneous and General References

Alaska ,Dept. of Fish and Game. Wildlife Notebook Series.
`'N.)( fish specieg and crabs)* Juneau.

,

Angel*, H. .1976. Life in the Oceans. Cathay Books,
London. 125 pp. $6.66. . ',

Angel, T. and Harris. 1977. Animals of the Oceans.. 'Two
.

Continents Publishing Group, New York. 156 ppj. $10.95A

Berrill, N. J. 1966. The'Life of the Ocean. McGraw -Hill
Book Company-, New York. 232 pp. $7.50.

Calvin, J. and E. Ricketts. 1968. Between Pacific Tides.
Fourth Edition. Stanford University Press, California.
614 pp. $12.50

Flora, C. J. and E. Fairbanks,M.D4 1977. The' ound and
the Sea: A Guide to Northwestern Neritic Invertebrate .

Zoology. Washington State Dept.'of Printing, Olympia.
474 pp.' $8.50.

Johnson, M. E. and H. J. Snook. 1927. Seashore Animals
of the Pacific- Coast. McGraw-Hill New York. 523 pp..

Tyler, J. 1976. The Children's Book of t.p Seas. Usborne
Pub. Ltd., London. 32 pp. $2.95.

United States Forest Service. Beach Camping and other
informative publications. Juneau.

University of Alaska. Alaska Sea Grant Program. Alaska
Tidelinea, a Sea Grant Publication for Alaska Schools.
Fairbanks,.

81
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Plus +++ cheCk with agencies in your area, diTpaculture asso-
ciations, the U. S. Coast Guard, local corporations to
see what publications they may have available.

OTHER LEARNING AIDS

The Alaska State Museum has multi-media leaning kits available
for use by Alaskan schools, including a Salmon kit. Priority use
is given to bush schools. Write: Alaska State Museum, Pouch-FM,.
Juneau, Alaska 99811.

.

Your school can order films through the Alaska State Film Library.
Their mari.n..@ science/oceanography listings are too numerous to
mentionr but some topics that are dealt with include: marine
invertebrates, ocean currents, the beach, whales, life cycle of
the salmon, mollusks, tide pool life, marine science careers,
sea birds, octopus, the ocean as a food source, fishing tech-
niques, the ecology of the ocean, and seacoast cultures.

The Smithsonian Institution is currently field testing a binder
of estuar' study activities ($9.68). Activities include:
Beachcombing, Mapping, Barnadles, Build A Trap, Fish Adaptations,
Fish, Marsh Muck, Crabs, Water in Motion, Menance Oml Slick,
Oil Spill Cleanup, and'Estuary 3-D Board. 'For more information
write:

SEA (Smithsonian Estuarine Activities)
Chesapeake Bay Center For Environmental Studibs
SmiOlsoniall Institution
p. 0. Box 28
Edgewater, Maryland, 210.37

1

Posters on beach safety and pamphlets on tides, whales, 'crabs, and
other marine topics are available from the OregorrState university
Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program. For a catalog and price list
(many are free) -write:

Extension Communication-Marine Advisory Program
Oregon State Oniversity AdS 422
Corvallis, OR 97331

.1%
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1. Ttwn, or Village,

4

ALASKA- SEA WEE1Z EVALUATION ,PORIvi
computer code nuMbers

(1-4)

(5)

J4. Grade leveil 4.6-7)

3. Number of btudents involved (8-10)

You may need to review your Alaska Sea Week materials to answer these cluesaons.

4.. Hoer many classroom Undoor) activities and worksheets did you use ffierdal each booO

Book (Grade lever) 9 Number of activities

Discovery (K)

Sea Animals (1) ffi

'Shells (2)
Glacial & Intertidal Ecology (3)
.Birds (4)

Fish (5)
Man's Wluence on the Sea (6)

5. What is the total number of field (outdcxx) ac tivities used 1Yan the 7 books? (25;26)

6% Haw any periods (1 hr. each) did your class spend on the Sea Week Program? (27-29)

Pleas check the appropriate box to the right of each oiestion.

0

(11-12)

(13-14)

(15-16)

(17-18)

(19-20)

(21-22)

jiliSr24)

t''' G.,

7, Were the Alaska Sea Week materials
relevant to your curriculume,

\8. Did the Sea Week materials motivate students.t
imptove ,their math, readings & writing skills?

9. Did the Sea Week materials Upgrade your
science program ?.

10. Did students enjoy the Sea Week activities?

11. Did students ,develop a greater awareness,
appr&iation, and respept for' the sear

12. ,Did students develop decision-making 'skills
necessary for resolution of marine issues?``

18. Was ,the Material appropriate for your
students' grade level?

14. Was the teacher background section adequate?

Are the teacher instructions Helpful &
. complete?

16. Were parents and other ,community members
involved in your Sea Week?

17. Were parents favorably impressed with the
Sea Week Pxograrri? .

18. Did 'SA 4 help improve the relationphip

. of thp s t? the cannunity?

c ideclly ,es ,...

Y.
l'

no .

opinion
no deollocleci

_yes

(I) (2: , (3) (4' _ (5)
; .

. (i) (2 .
(3)'1--- (41 (5)

'0
-
Vi4

....

.

(1) (2: , (3) , (9; ,i(5)

(1)(2: (3) (0 (5)

l

(1) (2) (3) (,1: (5)

(1) (2: (3) (4; '(5)

(1) -12) (3)1/4 (4 (5)

(1) '9.: '(3) (4; (5)

(1) , (2) '''' ('3) (4) (5)
1 , .

. (1) \ )2) ` .(3)# (4) (Si

f, .
.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)_
-. (1)_342) (3) (5)_2(9

719. Rate your,ovrall. feelings about the Sed Week MATpIALS On a scale of 1 5.

20, Rate your overall feelings about the Sea Week MGM on AlniVoiwN 5.
(1=high; ow

44 (OVER, 14.EASE) , .

83

-Y

(30)

(31)

.(34)

'(39)

(90)

(-44

«vim.

(92)

(43)



t

A
21. How many 'teachers are in your school?

How many are using Sea Week materials?----- ' (44-

22. Do you plan to
a
introduce the Sea Week materials to other tekheri?

yo T2)

es (1)

(46:

23.1Do you plan-,to use the Sea Week materials again?'yes (1) no (2) (47;

24. Would you be interested in attending a marine educ.ation/Sea Meek` workshop?
t

yes (1) (2), (48:

If so, list hams and school address:

Name( z ..,

Addressf

25, ilhalebther comments do you have? Are there any specific ImprovementS you would

suggest? .

t.

S

r-

dl

1

4

1

tie

4.

k

Piease return this completed form, to Jill Thayez/Belle Mickelson, Alaska Sea Grant irogr

Uhiyersity of Alaska, Fairbanks, Alatka 99701. .

. . .

e
..... 84, $I.


